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Abstract.
Section 1.
A correlation technique is developed which enables the
identification of systems belonging to a restricted class of non-
linear systems. The method is applicable to a syst~ which may be
represented as a single-valued, instantaneous, ti~e-invariant non-
linearity followed by linear dynamics. The characteristic of the
non-linearity and the impulse response of the linear element are
found simultaneously in a single eA~eriment.
A class of pseudo-r~ndom test signals is studied, and results
are derived for sorne situations in which the results are contaminated
by noise.
Further work is required to extend the applicability of the
·technique, to compare its performance with other methods of identifi-
cation, nnd to investigate alternative test signals.
Section 2.
A simple eye-position transducer is described, which measures
eyeball rotation about two axes.· Dependine upon the characteristics
of the subject's eye, and the operating conditions, an accuracy of as
good as ! 5% may be obtained over a range of 120.
The user wears a light-weight infra-red optical-electronic
device on a spectacle frame. The transducer exploits the variation
in infra-red reflectivity over the surface of the eyeball, and
therefore varies in its performance from one subject to another.
It may be used by some subjects in all liehting conditions except
.direct sunlight.
Further work is needed to e~lminate the deficiencies of the
device, but an investigation into television techniques, which are
now teasible, should be made tirot.
Seotion 3.
The experimental determination of the region of asymptotic
stability of a second order time invariant system may be considerably
simplified by taking advantage of the nature of the trajectories
Yhich form the boundary of the region. These trajectories are found
easily by reverse time simulation.
Further york is possible to investigate the extension of the
method to higher order systems, but useful results seem unlikely.
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i INTRODUCTION.
This thesis is co~posed of three sections. The first describes
work on the identification of a class of non-linear systems by a
cross-correlation technique. The second describes an instru~ent for
the Beasur~ent of eyeball position. The third consists of a paper
published in 'Electronics Letters' on an experimental method of
dete~ining syste~ stability.
Except where indicated, all of the work was carried out at the
University of Warwick under the supervision of Professor J.L.Douce.
SECTION 1.
THE PARTIAL CORRELATION ~TCTION IN THE
IDENTIFICATION OF NON-LINEAR srsrsts,
I.
Chapter 1.
An engineer designing a controller for a given plant needs to know
the characteristics of the plant, in terms of some relationship between
its input and output, before he can achieve satisfactory performance
from the s.ystem of plant and controller. The more stringent is the
specification for system performance, the more detailed, and the more
accurate must be his knowledge of the plant. By considering the nature. .
of the plant he will be able to construct a theoretical model of the
plant. Depending upon the extent of his initial knowledge, he will
then need to carry out an experimental investigation to determine the
suitability and parameters of his model. This is one example of the
need to 'identify' a system; to find experimentally the relationship
between its input and output.
If the plant is a linear system, it may be characterised by its
frequency response, or by its impulse response. The two characterisations
are equivalent, and each may be found from the other. Also, each may be
related to the theoretical model in terms of a differential equation.
This suggests two possible approaches to the identification of the plant.
The first is to generate a sinusoidal input to the plant and measure the
resulting gain and phase. By carrying out this procedure for all input
frequencies the frequency response of the system is found. The second
is to measure (as a time function) the output in response to an impulse
input.
Unfortunately both methods have severe disadvantages. Sine wave
testing is a very lengthy process, as the plant must be allowed to
settle to a steady state after the application 6f each new frequency.
Impulse testing must be carried out with very low input signal levels
otherwise the plant may be driven outside its region of linear operation.
Frequently economic consideration3dictate that the plant should remain
in service while the identification is performed. This means that the
normal input appears as a noise input to the system. It also means
'.
2.
that the test signal must be kept to a very low level to maintain
satisfactory limits on the plant output. The signal to noise ratio may
be very small therefore, and reasonable results may only be obtained by
averaging over many observations.
Consequently, indirect methods have been developed to find the
impulse response of a linear system. As the time derivative of a unit
step is a unit impulse, for a linear S,ystem, the impulse response is
the time derivative of the step response. Step response testing still
gives a poor signal to noise ratio for the high frequency components.
Better results are obtained using a correlation technique.
1.1 3.
Impulse Testing hy Cros~-correlation.
~(t) Linear System
~(t)
yet)
figure 1.1.1
In chapter (2) we define the cross-correlation function, a
measure of the dependence of one signal upon the past values of
another. ~.Je also define the auto-correIa ti on function which is a
measure of the dependence of a signal upon its own past value. It
can be shown (see, for example, Douce 1 Chapter (6) ) that the
cross-correlation function of the input and output of a linear system
is the convolution of the auto-correlation function of the input and
.the impulse response of the system. That is, for the system of
figure (1) CD
S:;Xy(r) =LW(I> !h:r(T-v)d.v 1.1.1
Where ~v(t) is the system impulse response
~Iy(T) is the cross-correlation function of x(t) and yet)
A random signal has an auto-correlation function which is
impulsive, because its current value is independent of all its past
values. ~e can see from equation (1) that if x(t) is a random signal,
then the cross-correlation function of the input and output is the
impulse response of the system.
~y(r) = WeT)
when ~X(T) = aCT)
We have therefore, an indirect method of finding the impulse
response of the system, summarised in figure (2)
x(t) Linear System yet) Correlator ~.,(T
wet) I
)
Random
Signal.
figure 1.1.2
The normal operating input of the plant may well be a random
signal, and therefore suitable as the input test signal. As the auto-
correlation function of a short length of a rand~ signal is not
necessarily impulsive, an experiment using the operating input must
be very carefully designed, and the statistics of the input signal
monitored over the time period of the experiment. This may be
,
overcome by introducing a test signal which is deterministic and has
statistics (notably its auto-correlation function) similar to that of
a truly random signal. In section (3.2) we meet a class of deterministic
signals which, in addition to having kno~n statistics over a short sample,
are quantised,allowing the correlator to be fairly simple.
Chapter 2.
In chapter (1) we saw hm~ by correlation we could find the
impulse response of a linear system. In this chapter we will
define the partial correlation function and see how it may be used
in the identification of a class of non-linear systems.
(2.1) Definitions of Partial Correlation Functions.
Consider two signals, each a function of time, x(t) and yet)
The cross-correlation function ~y (T) is a measure of the dependence
6,
of the value of y(t+T) upon the value of x(t). It is defined by the
relationship
00 00
~y (T)= J J X.Y.p(X,Y,T).dX.dY 2.1.1
_co .. 00
where p(X,Y,T) is the joint probability density function of
x(t) and y(t+T). That is,
P[X" x(t) < (X + Sx)]= p(X,Y,T).SX.SY
Y ~ yet) < (Y + SY)
SX, Sy .. o, •
*We may rewrite equation (1) as
co 00
~y (T) = J X [ J Y.p(X,Y,T) dY JdX
"00 .. co
Let us now consider the term in curly brackets. This we will call
the partial cross-correlation function, ¢Xy(T,X). Clearly the
partial cross correlation function is a function of the time shift T,
as was ~xy(T), and is in addition a function of the value of X for which
it is evaluated, as a result of the dependence of p(X,y,T) on X.
We now define the partial cross-correlation function ¢Xy(T,X) of
x(t) and yet) with respect to x(t) as
00
~.v (T,l)~~I'P(X'Y'T) dY
and it is clear from the definition that
co
!xy (T) = J X.~xy (T,X) dX
-----
2.1.2
-00
*' The symbol P I ••• ) is used to mean litheprobability that the
statement in curly brackets is true".
H Equations are numbered starting from 1 in each section, with the
'section number as a prefix. tVithinthe section the prefix is omitted.
The same procedure is adopted for tables and figures.
1-
Physically, ~xy(T,X) is the expected value of y at a time T after
x = X. It is the function which West2 calls the 'ti~e dependent mean
density function'. If x has a mean value that is zero, then ~Xy(T,X)
becomes Nuttall's g-function~
We will nryJdefine a component signal, a(t,X), of x(t) such that
a(t,X).oX = 1, x ~ x(t) < X + oX
oX -+ 0
= 0, other"Jise 2.1.4
X~b'<
X
I
II
I I I t
I , I
I I I,
1/"by. r : ., tr- r-
~ __ ~~u_ __ ~ __ +- ~
c
figure 2.1.1
from this definition we see that
co
x(t) = _[ X. a(t,X).OX
If x(t) is an ergodic process, the probability that x lies between
X and (X + oX) is
oX.Px (X) = limit 1 t SX. aCt,X) .dt·T-+oo 2T -T
and so Px (X) = limit 1 J; a(t,X) dtT-+oo 2T 2.1.6
"where Px (X) is the probability density function of x,
P Ix ~ x < X + cSxl = SX. Px(X)
now,
a(t,Xd. a(t+!,X2). OX2 = 1, [X1 ~ x(t) < X1 + sx
X2 ~ X(t+T) < Xa + OX
= 0, otherwise
..
8
so it follows that for an ergodic process
T
Px (X1,X2,T).OX2 = 1i:init:..1 !a(t,Xd.a(t+T,X2) OX~ dt
T .. ' 0) 2T -T
and
T
=: lirtit 11 a(t,Xd. a(t+T,X2).dt
- T ""0:>2T -T .
where Px (Xl,X2,T) is the joint probability density of x(t)
and X(t+T).
Let us now return, from OGr digression on component signals, to the
correlation functions. If x(t) and yet) are ergodic processes, then
we may write their cross-correlation, ~y(T) as
T
thy (T)=:li::1it11 x(t).y(t+T)dt
, T'" eo 2T -T
2.1.8
and by substituting equation (5) into this expression
, TO).
~y (T)=·l~mit']. 1! X.a(t,X).y(t+T)dX.dt
T .. 0) 2T -T-co
10) T= X [lirriit1J a(t,x).y(t+T)dtJ dX_ co T .. co 2T -T
clearly the term in curly brackets is the cross-corrolation ~ay(T)
between a(t,X) and yet)
co
~Y(-r:)=L X giaY(T) dX
Comparing equations (3)and (9)we see that
PXY (T,X) = !1iaY(T)
where !1iay(T) is tho cross-correlation function between
a(t,X) and yet)
Hence, if x(t) and yet) are ergodic,
f/>:ty (T,X)=~lb1it' l1T a(t,X)y(t+T)dt
, T'':'' Co 2T -T .',
2.1.10
If we now replace y by x in all the previous expressions, we find the
auto-correlation function, !1ixX(T),and partial auto-correlation function,
~XX(T,X),of the signal x(t)
~.cr) = J~J~x••x••~x.,x.,r) .ex ••dX.
-00 -00
2.1.11
00
~xx(T,X) = !X1.P(X,X1,T).dX1
- 00
2.1.12
..
If x(t) is an ergodic process, then
T
~:dT)=~ limit' 11x(t) .X(t+T) .dt
T' ....·w·)2T T
~xx(T,X)=:limit 1/Ta(t,X).x(t+T).dt
T-" ·00.2T -T
By substituting equation (5) into (13) and (14),
~X(T) = /0I:1°°X1.X2. !l5a1a:a(T).dX1.dX:a
-00 -00
<i>XX(T,X)= Joo X1!15aa1(T)dX1
-00
where ~aa1(T) is the cross-correlation between a(t,X)
and a(t,Xd
9
2.1.13
2.1.14
2.1.15
2.1.16
......
10.
Ihe Use of the Partial Correlation Function in the Identification
_ W' of Non-Linear Systems.
" The partial correlatton. function may be used in the identification
of Borne non-linear systems. These are the systems which may be
represented by figure (1), where a single-valued inst~ntaneous non-
linearity, defined for all inputs, is followed by a linear system.
x(t)
~ y ~ f{x) Ld~~)Jott) z(t),...
figure 2.2.1
In appendix (1), the partial cross-correlation function
¢X~(T,X) of x(t) and z(t) is found to be
0) 0)
<P:r~(T,X):: J W(v)! f(X1) ~aa1(T-v).dX1.dv
J,l::o X 1=-OQ
where ~aa1(T) is the cross-correlation function of the components
a(t,X) and a(t,X1) of the input x(t)
If ~aa1(T) = 0, for all X~1' and all T
2.2.1
then, ~
"':t~(T,X) = rtx) / W(V).~aa (T-v)dv 2.2.2
11=0
where ~aa(T) is the autocorrelation function of'a(t,X) ,' ,::,
if,"further, lZiaaer) . has an i:npulsive form,
then,
2.2.3
In practice there is a signal which has properties closely
approximating those of x(t) above, and which we will discuss in
chapter (3). Using this signal and a partial correlation process
we can identify the dynamics of the linear system, and find the non-
linearity rtr) to \o1ithin aa &IutbM; scale factor.
II
Q~ntis~d Signals.
'Nhen the input signal x(t) is quanti sed into, say, p levels
(XO,X1, •••• XP-1)' the component signal a{t,X) of x(t) must be zero
when X~ XL' one of the p levels.
= 0,
x = Xt = x(t) )
)
otherwise )
l)X. a (t ,X) = 1,
We see that a(t,X) is a unit impulse,
a(t,X) = 5(X-XL),
=0
x(t) = XL
, otherwi3e
)
, )
)
It will be convenient when x(t) is quanti sed to write
XL+S
aCt,i) = J a(t,X).dX
Xt .. o
where 20 « (Xt- Xt-i)
Xt+S
~xJCr,i) =! ~X3(r,X).dX
Xt-S
from equation (2), we see that a(t,X) is always zero outside the limits
used in equations (3) and (4). We recall that
s1>x3(r,X)= Joo Z.p(X,Z,r).dZ
-0:)
which is zero outside the limits used in equations (3) and (4) since
p(X,Z,r) =0,
so in place of equations (2.1.5), (2.1.10) and (2.1.3), for a quanti sed
.ignal ~:
x(t) =
-0
<px,( r,i) =
Xl. a(t,i)
T
1i'nit 1...! a(t,i).z(t +r)dt
T .. 00 2T -T
2.3.6
(for x( t).•~pergodic process)
~:I. T) = rx to i'.,( T.i) 2.3.7
and equation (2;=2~1) becomes .
ifn}. Toil = JM 11(.) r, 1'(X;). "'iaj (T - .)d. 2.3.8
o J=o
where ~ataJ (T) is the cross-correlation function of aCt,i) and a(t,j).
12.
.
Let us consider the partial cross-correlation function of two
ergodic signals x(t) and Z1(t) with respect to aCt). We found in section
j
(2.1) that this may be written
T
CP:t~1(T,X)= limit .L J a(t,X).Z1(t + T).dt 2.4.1
~' ~ co 2T .-T .
where a(t,X) is a component signal of x(t)
It x(t) is periodic, with period Tc, then
( .
x(t + NTc) = x(t) for all integer N
Let Z1(t) = z(t) + net)
where z(t) is periodic, wi~h period Te, and net) has no component
with period Te.
Since Z1(t) is ergodic, and z(t) is ergodic as a periodic signal i~
necessarily so, then net) is ergodic
T
c/>X'J1(T ,X) = limit L J. a(t,X).z(t + T)dt
T -> co 2T -T .
T C
+ limit .L J a(t,X).n(t + r)dt 2.4.3
T ~ co 2T
-T
Now the first term in equation (3) is the average over.all time
ot a(t,X) and z(t + T). Since both signals have period Te, they will
maintain the same phase relationship over all time, and so the average
1s the same as the average over one period. T
T C
limit 1 J a(t,X).z(t + T).dt = 1 J a(t,X).z(t + T).dt
T ~ co 2T -T 're o
As net) has no component "dth period Te, the second term in equation (3)
is just the product of the expected values of a(t,X) and net)
T
limit _1 r aCt,X) .n(t + r)dt = E {a(t,X)}.E {nCt}}
T~O) 2T LT
Te
8~ J I~X~1CTJX) = 1 a(t,X).z(t + T)dt + E ia(t,x)}. E {net)}
Te 2.4.4
o
A special case is when net) has zero mean value, equation (4) then.
beccme e Tc .
= 1J a·(t,X).z(t + T)dt
'JCo .
In particular, equation (5) holds if net) = 0, for instance if x(t)
and z(t) are the input and output of a noise free system.
If net) has zero mean value, the cross-correlation function ~X31(T)
is given by Tc
~31(T) = i f x(t).z(t +T)dt
o
2.4.6
It is important to obeerve that it is z(t + T) that appears under the
integral sign in equations (5) and (6), and not Z1(t + T). Errors
occur in estimates, of ¢X31(T,X) or of ~X31(T), based on correlation
performed with Z1 for a finite integration time, since in general
even when E{n(t)} = 0,Tcf x(t).n(t + T).dtl- 0
This isOtaken into account in appendix (6) where the variance of such
an estimate is found.
In chapter (4)we will study the identification of the system
of figure (1), in which the output z(t) is contaminated by noise net).
figure 2.4.1
~e see from equation (5) that if net) has zero mean,
q,X~1( T,X) = <PX3 (T,X)
This suggests that we could use an experimental estimate of 9X3~T,X)
as an estimate of ~X3(T,X)
14
2.5 ,reriodic, Qu~ntised Input Signnls.
•
.!ve will be dealing bter with quanti sed signals which are periodic •
For this case, the results of both sections (2.3) and (2.4) are
applicable, and we will summarize them here in a combined form, for
future use P-l
x(i) =L X t. a(t,i)
a(t,i) t=o x(t) X twhere = 1 , =
2.5.1
= 0, otherwise
x(t) = x(t + NTc) 2.5.2
where Tc is the period of x(t) and N is any integer
Tc
ct>X3l(T,i) = 1 J a(t,i).z(t + T).dt
Tc
o
where z l(t) = z(t) + n(t)
2.5.3
n(t) has z~~ mean, and is uncorrelated with x(t)
~3l( r) = X t. cJ>X3l( T,i)
L=oAlso, it is obvious from equation (2) that
a(t,i) = aCt + NTc,i)
If W(II) = 0 for v~ Te, then equation (2.3.8) becomes
Tc Pf1\
~X3(T,i) = J W(v) ~ fj.·~ataj(T - v)dV
which is the par%ia1 cro~s~corre1ation function of the input and
output of the system in figure (2.2.1), with respect to a quantised,
periodic input signal x(t)
Chapter C3l: "
Realisation of a Test Signal for Indentification •
. .~ .7.= rex) I y~~ ...1_'_W(_t _)__'I-I_~.....(t_) .~
,
~' ~.
;
figure (.:3.1.1)
In section (2.4) ~e found that we could identify the system .
sh'ownin figure (l) using the partial correlation function, .pr ovdded
we could find a test signal x(t) with certain special properties.
Ideally these would be
i I
for all IJ ~ Xt
(b) ~alaJ (T) = ~L. SeT) for all i
(c) x(t) periodic ~ith period Te, so that the £aentification
,
~,
may be c~rried out wit~ a finite integration time
In this chapter we will define a class of signals which has
!
properties closely approximating 'to those abq_~e"and ,we will investigate
its use in the'identifioation of the system in figure (1)
Ib
The p - level rn- sequence.
A random number sequence is a sequence of numbers in which each
element is independent of all previous elements. \Je may consider a
particular random signal which is generated from such a random sequence,
,in the follo1~ing way. A generator produces an output which may change
only at the instants when regularly spaced clock pulses are recei~9d by
the generator. The output after the arrival of a clock pulse is independent
of the output before the pulse arrived. Let us find the autocorrelation
function ~rr{T) of the output r(t), when the clock period is A.
~rr(iA) = E{r(t).r(t -iA)} for all integer i
= E{r(t)} E{r(t -iA)jfor all i~ 0
= E2{r (t )} for all i f: 0
!Z>rr(0) = Elr2(t)}
In appendix (7) it is sh~~n that the autocorrelation function
of a clocked signal changes linearly between T = i.)" and T = (i + 1) A
for all i, so we have the correlation function sh~~n in figure (I)
The feature at the time origin is defined in appendix (5) as a 'spike',
~nd approximates to an impulse of strength (E{r2(t)} _ E2{r(t)}}.A
~lr. (tlJ .:i,\(Tl
BJ1{.tJi :"-----
I L I rjr-x 0 A T
figure (3.2.l)
A pseudo-random sequence is a periodic number sequence which
has 'statistical properties approximating to those of a random number
sequence. In particular, the autocorrelation function of a pseudo-random
sequence is similar to that of the random sequence.
Clearly, as the pseudo-random sequence is periodic, its auto-
correlation function must be periodic and so the best approximation that
could be obtained is shown in figure (2) where Tc is the period of the
sequence, and x(t) is a pseudo-random sequence.
I:t-
j"
--- '\------ - ---- - -
,
\
" \
. -. --_.- .. _ ... _/ \__
figure (3.2.2)
I. _
1'0
..~
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In practice it may also have other spikes of various heights
in each period. Of course, if the signal is physically realisable
these spikes cannot be of magnitude greater than the one at the time
origin.
Now consider a register of n stages, each of which has p stable
states. Upon receipt of a (regularly spaced) clock pulse, each stage
adopts the state of the previous stage before the clock pulse. Such a
register is called a p-level n-stage shift register, and is represented
in figure (.'3)---'. c.leck. .~..r ·--1-------~·-·--·---·~--·-=·-·~-·~
C.-o(""-;l)C-'_''_! et j C 2 I . .--..----. r~'tl'-I
t r---- -----.---.._...e , •. ~ - .
c,.
shift
figure (3.2.3)
Ot (t) is the state of (and output from) the ith stage at time t.
We may write
dt(t) = CL-l (t - A) i = 1, 2, •••• n
where A is the period between clock pulses.
If the input to the shift register, co(t), is formed by modulo p
operations upon the outputs Cl(t) ••• cn(t), we have a feedback shift
register as represented in figure (4)
figure (3.2.4)
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!.fe can describe the operation of this device by the equation
Where the symbol <:.... ::>P is used to mean that the operations
between the b~ackets <and> are all performed modulo p,
If p is a prime, we may choose a1, a2 •••••• an such that co(t)
is a periodic sequence of (pn - 1) elements, in the course of which
every n-tuple (C11 C2 •••• cn) occurs once, except the null n-tuple
(0, 0, 0 ••• 0) and this never occurs. Such a sequence is a 'maximal-
length pseudo random p-level sequence t, and we will refer to it as a
~level m-sequence.
The p-level m-sequence has (p-l) equally spaced spikes in each
period of its autocorrelation function. If the levels Xo, Xi ••• Xp-i
of the output of the shift register are chosen symmetrically about
zero, then the mean value of the sequence is zero and the auto-
correlation function is zero, between the (p-l) spikes in each period.
Some of the spikes may have zero amplitude, for example if (p=4N+l, N
integer) then the spikes at delays of one quarter and three quarters
Iof a period are of zero amplitude.
Figure (5) is an example of the autocorrelation function of a
p-1evel m-sequence. In this case p = 3, so there are jus·1;two spikes
in each period of the autocorre1s.tion function.
fc.:("(,)
IS
-18
Autocorrelation function of a 3-level m-sequence of length
(33 - 1) = 26] clock periods.
figure (3.2.5)
In appendix (2) the cross-correlation functions of the components
of the p-level m-sequence are found. The results are shown in figure
(6) for the general case.
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Identification Using the p-level m-sequence.
It is clear from figure (3.2.6) that the p-level m-sequence
does not meet our specification for a test signal. The cross-correlation
between any two components is the sum of a non-zero constant, and a
function yhich has spikes for T = o,~, 2 Te etc
p-l p-l
However, consider the identification of the system in section (2.2).
For a periodic quantised input signal x{t), and a noise free system,
the input-output partial cross-correlation function ¢xJ(T,i) is given
by equation {2. 5.~ as -1
. <1',. (T,i) = J C \1(V)! fj .~'LOJ (T - v)dv
o j=o
yhere W(I) = 0, IJ ~ Te
~aLaJ{T) is the cross-correlation function of a{t,i)
and a(t,j)
fi = f(Xt)
The constant term in ~ataj(T) produces a term CL in ¢x3(T,i) which
is independent of T but dependent on i. Ci depends upon the characteristic
of the non-linearity a~d upon the integral
e. J T,.[{IJ) dll
. 0and is therefore unknown.
We see that if 1,.1(v) = 0, for v ~ ~), then over the range
p-l
o ~T<..I£. , the spikes in ~ataJ(T) which are not at the origin bave
p-l
no effect.
Hence, if W{v) = 0 for v 7 (~) we can use the p-level m-sequence for
p-l
identification, but we will have to remove the constant term Ct. We
will see later how to achieve this.
In appendix (3) ye derive an expression for ¢x3{T,i) in terms
of the parameters of the m-sequence, and those of the system, with the
result· n 1 [
¢X3{T,0) = ~ ·(r(o) - fav).~(T)
p -1' fTC J
. + (fa v - .ficl) W(II )dllpll_l
o
3.3.2
~xJ(r,i) = ~~ [eft - fav)W(r)
1Xtlo p -1
provided that (1) W(r) has a
Tc
+ fay / W(V)dV].
o
(2) W(r) = 0,
settling time long compared yith A
r 1~~1)~1}1\
and where fali= 1: L fj
p .
J
If ye were mechanising the identification on a digital computer, we
would compute ¢X3(~' i) for k = O,l, •••m.
where ni = pn - 1-I -
p-l
'hA
and since we have assumed that W(~) = 0,
~:ra(lv\,O) = p~-1[(f(O) - fay·).W(~)
p -1
~:r3(1~,i) = 'p~-1 [(£t - fav).~"(kA)+xtlo p -1
m
+ (fay - ~Ol) \' 1-1(jA)]
P -1 ~
JTI_ J=O
fay LW(jA)]
J=o
3.3.5
It is clear that
for all k, i
If we form a matrix of measurements [Mkt] such that
Mkt = pn_l [4>:J:a(kA,i) - <ha(mA,i)]
pn"'1
then Mkt = W(lv\). (fi-fay' 3.3.7
Now we have the same information as we would have had if we
had performed the identification with our ideal test signal, except
that ye are unable to find fay from MtJ.
We are unable to find the equivalent gain ot the non-linearity
either from equation (7) or from equation (2.2.3), but this is
unlikely to be a serious drawback in practice.
3.4 The Pover Spectrum of the Output of a Non-lineari ty .~ith
..l?=levelm-sequence input.
..
p-level n-stage instantaneous
feedback shift-
xlt)
single-valued
y( t) }or
register non-linearity
clock period I~ y = f(x)
figure 3.4.1
Consider the system of figure (1). We assume that the
feedback connections to the shift-register have been made such that
x(t) is an m-sequence of period Te,
Te = (pn_l)",
In appendix (4) we found the autocorrelation functions ~xx(T)
and gyy( T) for this case. When p >2, ~y( T) was found for T an integer
~y( T) = p~-2[
7jlqT1 P -1
(a) fJ = f(XJ)where
(b) T1 = ~
p-1
(c) q = 0,1, •••• p-2
(d) B is the delay gain bo which corresponds to T1(see appendix (2) )
We see from equation (2) that when the average value ~ ~ tt of
t=o
the non-linearity is zero, and when it has zero output for zero input,
then there is no constant level in the autocorrelation function of yet).
Generally this will not be so, and there will be a constant level d in
the autocorrelation function 9yy(T), given by equation (2)
From equatlon (1) we see that spikes occur regularly at delays
",Kq, q = 0,1, •••• having heights Hq (see figure (2), so that
Hq = pn-1 [\=~f«Bq Xt)p).ft -1 (~ ft)2J
pn_l L p Lt=o t=o
2.4-
'fhe power spectrum Gllyy(W) of yet) is the sum of an impulse
of strength d at zero frequency, due to the constant component d, and
G'yy(w), the power spectrum of the spikes alone. G'yy(w) was found in
appendix (A. 5)
G"yy{w) = d.S(w) + G'yy(w)
where (a) G'yy(w) = sinc2 t.h\ .Gyy{w)
Tc
(b)
(c)
0-3....,.._
Gyy(w) =[ Ho+(-1)h Hp;'. + 2 ~ Hq.gyy(w,Kq) J
gyy(w,Kq) = 1 .Cos 21:"~ q=1
').. Tc
(d) his any integer.
(e) sinc x ~ sin x
x
So G'yy(w) is the line spectrum sinc2nh').., where h is
Tc
integral, modulated by a periodic function of h, Gyy{w) which has a
period in h of (p-l). We need evaluate Gyy(w) only for the (p-l) values
h = O,1, ••••p-2, to determine it for all values of h.
The complete power spectrum of y, in terms of the parameters of
the system and of the m-sequence is
. GII{W)= o{w).[ ~[r·1fLJ~_ ~J
p -1 ~ p -1
L=o
+ 1 p~-1 sinc2 nh').. \' [ Cos211hg.
').. p -1 Tc L p-l[r f(BqXtl p) .ft - i/~fI)']]
L=o L=o
where h is an integer.
In appendix (4) we found that the autocorrelation function of
x{t), a p-level m-sequence is given for T an integer multiple of ')..by
25
where the symbols have the same meanings as in equation (2).
By the same method that we used to find G"yy (w), we find that
Gq., (w) =.1 •p~-1 sinc' llhA )~ :[ Cos 21Th9
t.. P -1 Tc p-1
2:<BQ.X,)p. ,x'J=O 3.4.7
and once again we ha~eoa modulated sinc2 function.
An Example
A five 'level m-sequence is generated by a two stage shift
register which has B = 2 and clock period one second. This sequence is
the input to a saturation ~on-1inearity y = f(x), given below.
i.e. p = 5, n = 2, B = 2, 'A. = 1
x -2 -1 0 1 2
y, -1 -1 0 1 1
A!J
-l -I /
~-I'
2
For T, ~he delay, a whole number of clock periods, the
autocorrelation function of the m-sequence is
) n-1[ 2-~ q J~:c:x:(q T1 = ~ <B.X L) s.x L
P -1 __J ."=1
~x( ~Ts) = 0
. p~-1 = j_
p -1 24
q = 0, 1 } = 4 + 1 + 1 + 4 = 10
q = 1,3, { ] = - 2 + 2 + 2 - 2 = 0
•
q = 2, { J = -10
and the autocorrelation function of the m-sequence is the full
line in figure (3)
·~.,_.;TJ ('-c)'i':al~
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.'\"_' f:t{'<::)
~----------~~-~
figure 3.4.3
For T an integer number of clock periods,
!Pyy (Tfrs) = 0, sinoe fo = 0, and ~: fl = °
~y ('1. T~ = ~-1 [{'~«BQ .XJ)p) .fJ r: fo2
p -1 L J pn_1r=n-1 I:;
~ = ""'-
p -1 24
q = 0, { }= + 1 + 1 + 1+ 1 = 4
q = 1, 3,1 }= - 1 + 1 +~ ~ 1 = 0
q = 2, 1 }= - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 = - 4
and the autocorrelation function of the output yet) of the non-
linearity is the dotted line in figure (3).
We may now find the functions Gxx(w) and Gyy(w) using equation (5b)
G:x:x(w)= i. x 101 1 - (-If I = 100 , h odd
24. 24
= 0 ,h even
Gyy{w) =i.x4{1- (-If}
24
= 112 ,h odd
24
= 0 ,h even
,So the power spectrum of x(t) is the function sinc2 m1 (see figure
24
(4)modulated by Gx:x:(w)(see figure (5). The power spectrum of yet) is
the same sinc2 function, modulated by the function Gyy(w) (see figure (6).
For this particular non-linearity, the autocorrelation function
and power spectrum of the output have the same form as those of the input.
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Another Example
We will take the m-sequence of the previous example as the
input to a modulus non-linearity, given belO\l.
x -2 -1 0 1 2
Y 2 1 0 1 2
J
t~ 2 ,/
-, /
+ t-'
-1 -I 2.
The autocorrelation function of the non-linearity output is
_P-1
g5yy (T F Ts) = pn-2 [\- 'fL J2 = ~
pn_l L . 2
L=o
(since fo = 0)
~y (qT1) = f~[~«B" .Xj> j>fJ J
~ - j_
p -1 24
q = 0, { }= 4 + 1 + 1 + 4 = 10
q = 1,3, 1= 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 8
q = 2, {1 = 4 + 1 + 1 + 4 = 10
The autocorrelation function of yet) is the dotted line in
figure (7). The autocorrelation function of the m-sequence is
reproduced as the full line in figure (7), for comparison.
50
2+ \ "" /\ . '" / '_"-}jj{Y)
\... - - _'" ....._ - - _I \ '" , -.I \
figure 3.4.7
The power spectrum Gyy(w) is given by equation (5b)
hGyy(w) = 1- { 14(1 + (-1) ) + B Cos ~l
~ 2
= 2, h = 0,4,B, ••••
2
= 0, h = 1,5,9,••••
= j, h = 2,6,10, ••••
6
= 0, h = 3,7,11, ••••
Gllyy(W) = ~ 8(w) + sinc2-17'h • Gyy(w)
2 24
Gyy(w) is plotted in figure (9) with Gxx(w) in figure (B)
for comparison.
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Cha.pter 4.
4.1 Identification in the nresence of noise.
.In any experimental situation, the various signals within
a system viII be contaminated by noise, due to disturbances to the
,system. Also, any measurements will be contaminated by noise, due in
part to the instruments. Let us consider the effect of this on t.he
system of figure (1) which we have been studying.
_h Non- linear
Linearity. system
- ... , " .
. .
figure 4.1.1
The non-linearity is likely to be an element in which noise
'\..
injection can only take place at its input or output, a non-linear
transducer for example. lYhen this is the case we may represent the
non-linearity in the noisy environment as in figure (2)
non-linearity
n2,(t)
1--'-~~~_""--;iI;'-'
figure 4.1.2
The linear part of the system is more likely to be a distributed
dynamic system with noise injection taking place at various points. As
it is a linear system, the output will be the sum of the outputs dUd to
each of the inputs (the signal input and the noise in~uts), individually •.
We can therefore represent the linear system in the noisy environment by
figure (3)
W (--r)
+ I net)
IP ;®-*-
figure 4.1.3
.The noise net) in figure (3) can take account of all noise sources
at the input to the linear system and all noise sources in the measurement
of the output. We may consider the entire system as in figure (4)
non-
linearity
linear
system
figure 4.1.4
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4.2 Identification of a non-linen.r system ,,,henthe input .
test signal is contaminated by noise.
y =f(x+n) ly(t~1 'N(r) z(t)
For the sake of completeness, this situation is investigated
in appendix (8). If (a) the signal to noise po~er ratio is high
(b) x(t) and n(t) are uncorrelated
(c) n(t) has zero mean
then the estimate rX3 (r ,X) of 9X3 (r ,X) is unbiassed,
where Tc
= 1 J a(t,X).z(t + r)dt
Tc
o
The variance of this estimate is found in appendix (8), but
the result does not give any insight into the situation, and is
therefore not reproduced here.
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4.3 Identification of a non-linear system whose output
is contaminated by noise.
1 n(t)
y = rex) Iyet) L-.I_W_(_V_) -ojl .(t) Cb " (t)x(t)
figure 4•.3.1
Consider the system of figure (1). This represents the
non-linear system which we have considered, and takes account of
any noise injection after the output of the non linearity, as we
saw in section (4.1)
We make an estimate r :J:3(T,X) of the partial cross-correlation
function ¢X3(T,X), by integrating over one period of the input signal,
to give Te
rX3(T,X) =1 j a(t,X).Z1(t + T)dt
Te
o
where a(t,X) is a component of x(t), as defined in section 2.1
In appendix (6) we find that rX3( T,X) is an unbiassed estimate
of ~X3( T,X) if the effective noise input net) at the system output
(a) is ergodic
(b) has zero mean value
(0) is uncorrelated with x(t)
In the same appendix the variance, a2 of the estimate is shown
to be Te
(]2 = Z j(Te -II).q;nn(v). q5a~II).dlJ
Tc2
o
whe~e ~nn(V) and q5~a(V) are the autocorrelation functions of
net) and of a(t,X) respectively.
Clearly a2 is independent of T, and Qnn(V) is independent of X.
When x(t) is an m-sequence, ~aa(V) is independent of X for all X F 0, and
the variance of our estimate is independent of X and T. In many cases,
the variance for X = 0 is similar to that for X F 0, but this depends
upon the autocorrelation function of the noise, and must be checked in
each case.
An Example.
Let us consider the identification of the system in figure (1)
when x(t) is a p-level m-sequence, and net) has the auto-correlation
function shown in figure (2)
-A '" o '~
figure 4.3.2
net) could be, for example, a random clocked signal or an m-sequence
with period longer than that of x(t). In particular it could be a
binary m-sequence, which would be useful in a simulation to test the
theory that has been developed so far, because of its ease of generation.
We will assume that x(t) and net) are uncorrelated.
Let us take the very simple case An=A, the clock period of the
m-sequence generator producing x(t)
= 0 , otherwise
applying equation (2), and inserting the results for a p-level
m-sequence we have, for X F 0,
0'2 = Z .C. p~-2 !(Tc - II). (1 -~) (p - (p - 1) J! )dll
T~ (p 1-1) .).. )..
o
= C • p;;-2 [ 4pn+1 + 2p n - ~ -3J .4.3.3
(; (p _1)3 _
for X = 0, ..._.. (,
A
0'2 = Z •C. pn- 2 !(Tc - II). (1 - J!) (p - (p - 1)L ) d II
T~ (pn_l) }.. }..
o A
- Z .C. _L_ !(Tc - II). (1 - .u.J dll
T~ (pn_l) )..
o
= Q • _L_ [pn-2(4 n+a + 2pn - 5p - 3) - (6p" - S>] 4.3.4
6 (pn_l)3
We see that· the variance for X = 0 (equation (4), is a small amount
less than for X F ° (equation (3». We will not make a large error,
therefore, if we take equation (3) as the variance for all X.
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4.4 Identification usine A p=level m-sequence ·.Jhenthe
System Output is Contaminated by Noise.
y = f(xl IY(~l I ~(tlx(t)".
In section (3.3) we considered identification with an m-sequence,
In section (4.3) we considered the 'general effects of noise at the
system output. So far we have not asked the question 'Given experimental
estimates of the partial correlation function, what are f(x) and T,{(t)?'.
It is the purpose of this section to ansver the question, given the
following assumptions:-
(1) net) is stationary and not correlated to x(t)
(2) The autocorrelation function of net) is such that the
variance in estimates of the partial correlation function
is independent of the level X for which the function is found.
(It is in any case the same for all non-zero X, but may differ
for X = 0, see equation 4.3.2.)
We saw in section (3.3) (Equation (3.3.6» that
~~l[9X3 (jA,Xtl - ¢X3(mA,XIl] = flowJ
where A is the clock period of the m-sequence,
Wj = W(JA)
,..
ft = f(Xt) - ray
fav = ~r f(XI)
L=o
WJ = 0, j >,.. m
Let us define a matrix of measurements M, where,._
M = [111J]-
11t J = [r:z:J (jA,i) - ~ :x: J (rnA,i ) J .If.=l
pn-.l
1.Ihere
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From our previous work, and assumption (2),
"Ht J = ft. Wj + E'L j .
where the matrix of errors [E't J] has elements e t j independent of t and j.
~
~'le '..Jish to choose ft and ~'Tj to be the best fit to the data H in
the se~5a that the variance, C, ls minimized where
C =L Ld~j
:3 t j ,.,.
- (M' . r. H.)2E't J - . ~J - L· I"IJ __
ac =: -22_tLj .'Jj + 2LA .r,.[j2 = 0 for C max or min
oh j j
~. = -2\Etj .ft + 2)fL2 .T.Tj= 0 for C max or min
a"" /..:.;••J L t
Rewriting these last two equations in matrix terms,
a C = 2 ( t.~;r.!,[ - NW) = 0a¥' - - - _-
ac = 2(}!.tri - NTf} = 0
0\'1 ......-
A
where ~f ,}! and I are
ac =
W-
Wj
oC
at;
=oC
'it;:
=
IoC
art ..
equations (5) and (6) yield
}1 H = IHT :l-MTr = ~.,iT 'f
,-..J- ---
for which,
M }1T~ = a2 of
~A..,I- -
where
....,
We would like to know how many solutions £or·a2 are oommon to
equations (9) and (10). This is dependent on the ranks of the matrices
llMT and NTH.,..."" -." ,..,..,
Let us assume that H is an mxn matrix and that mcn , (In the rest....., ..
of this section, we will use m,n and r as parameters of the matrices,
and not in their former roles). The other case (that m>n) yields a
similar result by the same method. Generally ...!e would expect the
rank r of M to be m, but the follO'Jing is quite general and admits
'-'
the possi bili ty that r <rn.
l1NT is an m x m matrix, and MTH is an n x n matrix. The number__ _-.J
of non-zero eigen values in equation (9) is the rank of W1T, and the_'oJ
number of non-zero eigen values in equation (10) is the rank of HTl.f •
.--
In text books of matrix algebra it is shown that
(1) the rank of a matrix is unchanged by elementary row operations.
(2) the rank of a matrix is unchanged by elementary column
opera tions ,
(3) any number of elementary row operations may be represented by
premultiplication by a non-singular matrix.
(4) any number of elementary colUMn operations may be represented
,
by post multiplication by a non-singular matrix.
So, if M has rank r' there- ~IRIB]P H = 'V, ......, "V,
_,- 06;-06 ~00
is a matrix P such that
"'-J
where ~ is an r x r non-singular matrix. 4.4.12
hence
! = ,.:.-1 ['!!~~J
000
., ~l!T = !~[~~!]
000
. I'.J
R 0
A 0......
r [;:]
,/\ where :.,= ~ ~T + ~;:T + ~ 13~-r
'It
=
~~~ 38,
J!:,!,Tis ':":ved finite, ~!..T and ~ are +ve semi definite, so.£. is non
singular. C is an r x r subnat.rd,x, hence H HT is of rank r ,,.-....~ ..." -..,..
A similar use of elementary column operations shows that 11TH is-~--'
also of rank r.
There are r non-zero eigen values of equation (9) and r non-zero
eigen values of equation (la); we must now find h ov many eigen values
are common to bcth ,
Let us assume that ~ is an eigen vector of equation (9) and a2
is a corresponding eigen value.
i \! MT ,... - ",,2 ...• e. '" co -" co-- ....
prernultiplying by HT,......
11TM HT ~ = (J2 HT ~
....,.. ~ ~."I ..,_,
clearly, by canparison of this with equation (io), ET.:;is an eigen_-
vector of equation (la), and ~ is the corresponding eigen value.
We see that all of the: r non-zero eigen values of equation (9)
are eigen values of equation (10), and so all the non-zero eigen vectors
are common to both.
To minimise the computation required, we should find the'eigen vectors
and eigen values of whichever of equations (9) and (la) has the ~aller
order. If m < n , then ~,f MT is m x in and smaller then ~~TU. So the
I"'tJ ,._, 'W ,_,,..
estimation of r and ~ becomes
(1) find eigenvector and eigenvalue of equation (9) to obtain .....
"a2 and f
"premultiply ! by.~ to obtain ~
" "scale f and/or ~ such that IfI2.1~12 = a2 •
(2)
(:3)
1\ .
Unfortunately this will give us r sets of (%2 , f and J:!.eachone
corresponding to a local minimum in the variance.S (see equation (4"'.).
'. ,-
We must therefore evaluate C for each set to obtain the true minlmum~'
"-"
Remembering that the eigenvalues are related to the sizes of the
vectors ~ and f by equation (11), we see that the eigenvectors
corresponding to zero eigenvalues are for this case null-vectors, and
BO the case of zero eigenvalues is of no interest.
Experimental work was carried out vd.th an anaLogue aimu.la-
tion of the non - linear system, and also with a digital simulation
of the system. The former was unsatisfactory because of a period of
~~\Ulreliabili ty of the analogue computer. The digital simulation
)1elded results consistent vdth those predicted.
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Conclusion
Chanter 5.
The technique which has been developed in the preceeding
chapters allows the characteristics of certain non-linear time-
invariant systems to be found in a single experiment. The method
is restricted to those systems which may be represented as a non-
linear elenent followed by linear dynamics. The non-linear element
must be instantaneous and single-valued. The characteristic of the
non-linearity and the impulse response of the dyn~ics are found
simultaneously.
Further work is required on the partial-correlation function,
and on its application to identification, particularly in the presence
of noise. The following notes suronarise the work that is required.
1. An investigation of the application of the method to an
extended class of non-linear syst~s.
2. A comparison of the partial correlation technique with other
methods of identification, in the presence of noise. For
instance, the rela.tive efficiencies of this method and
repetitive experiments with binary signals could be found
for various noisey environments. This would be helpful in
determining the value of the partial correlation functions
in identification.
~Preliminary experiments suggest that the identification of
non-linear systems by the partial correlation technique is
readily implemented by digital computer. Further work is
required to establish progran requirements, and to compare
them with those of other methods.
4. The feasability of finding alternative test signals should
be investigated.
~ Please see note opposite •
• ~" / r~' .< :.~•• ,.:",,\;, z : , ~ .e- ,..,'~
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Appendix (1) +1
ThA Partial Correlation function of the innut
____...and output of El. non-linear system.
x(t) . y = f(x) yet) Wet) z(t)
[N] [L]
figure A.l.l
Consider the system of figure (1). An instantaneous non-
linearity [N]has an output yet) related to its input x(t) by the
equation yet) = f(x(t» A.I.l
'~ere f(X) is single-valued (i.e. to each value of x there
corresponds one, and only one, va.Iue of y).
The output of the non-linearity is applied to the input of a
linear dynamic element [L], having an impulse response wet).
Let us now investigate the result of forming the partial
cross-correlation function of the input x(t) and the output z(t), with·
Irespect to the input. The parti~l cross-correlation function ¢XJ(T,X)
was defined for two ergodic signals x(t) and z(t) in section (2.1).
It was expressed (equation 2.1.6) in terms of the component signal
a(t,X) of x(t) as
T
¢X3(T,X) = limit _l f a(t,X).z(t + T).dt
T .. co 2T -T
A.I.2
where co
x(t) = f X.1i(t,X).dX A.1.3
-co
Since [L] is linear, we may express the output z(t) in terms of
the input yet) and the impulse response wet) by the convolution integral,co
z{t) = [coW{II). y(t_- 1I).dll A.1.4
where v is a dummy time variable.
By equatjons (I) and (3),
yet) = fcof{X). a{t,X).dX A.1.5
-co
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since by our definition of [N] , the output y of [N] for an input X
is rtx)
Frol!l(4) and (5)
.Ct) =L~\ICv) ir=-v,X).dX.dv
So from (2) and (6)
¢X3(T,X) = limit .L ;r a(t,X). L~(II)
T -.. 00 2T LT
A .1.6
00J f(X1). a(t + 'T - V ,X1 ),dX1.dll.dt A.l.7
-00
Changing the order of integration we get,
¢X3(T,X) =[ooW(II)100f(X1) [ limit .L f a(t,X).
-00 T ... co 2T LT
·a(t + 'T - II,Xd.dt J dX1.dll r.r.s
Now, we saw in section (2.1) that the term in curly brackets is the
cross-correlation function, ~aa1(T), of a (t,X) and a(t,X1), and that
it is also the joint probability density function Px (X,X1,T - II), so
00 00
¢X3(r,X) = J W(II) !f(Xd.1SaadT - v).dX1.dll
-00 -co
A.l.9
or
00 co
<P:r3(T,X)=! !V(II)!f(X1). Px (X,X1,',r - 1I).dX1.dll
._0) -..00
A.l.lO
Equations (9) and (10) give us a relationship betveen the partial
cross-correlation function, the characteristics of the system wet) and
f(x) and the amplitude distribution of the input signal.
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Appendix (2)
The Cross-correlation bebleen the components
of 8 p-level m-sequence •
.AII the re3ults obtained in this appendix may be found in
Zierler's paper'4.·'. An alternative, more physical approach is
presented here, as Zierler's paper is not easy to read, and the
results are important to this thesis.
,Consider the m-sequence c(t) generated by a p-level n-stage
shift register having feedback gains (ai' a2' •• an), and clock
period 1 unit. p is a prime. c(t) may take any integer value in the
range 0 ~ c(t) ~ p-l, or in the range - Pil s c(t) ~ ~l or any
other range for vhd ch modulo pari thmetic has been defined. The
work of this appendix is applicable to all of these cases.
c., IcK.l
t
figure A.2.l
If wa define a dalay operator D, by the relation
nkCc(t»)= cCt - k)
then we may write the following equation to describe the behaviour
of the feedback shift register.
c(t) = < (anDn + an- 1 n n-1 + ••• a,_D)cCt) > p A.2.l
where the symbol < .... >p is ueed to mean that the operations
b.etween the brackets < and> are carried out modulo p.
Any delayed version c(t - T), of cCt) where T is an integral
number of clock periods may be formed by linear modulo p operations
upon the outputs of the shift register. That is,
c C(t - ~) = (Cbn-1 Dn-i + •••••• +bo)c(t»p
for all T , where N is the number of elements in the sequence,
n
N = P -·1
A.2.2
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Now, all states of the shift register except the null state
occur once in every period, hence c(t - T) is statistically
independent of c(t) unless,
= bi = 0
>,
I
I
)
A.2 •.3
bn-s = bn_2 = bn-3 = •..
when equations (.3) are satisfied, c(~t - T )u) is completely
determined by boo ~e require therefore, the values of T for which
the condition equations (.3) holds. Let these values of T be called the
'special delays' Ts.
If we substitute the equations (.3) into equation (2) we get
c( <t - Ts>N) = <ooc(t» p
therefore
c( < t - 2Ts ~r) = (boc(t - Ts~»p
= <bola c(t»p
and by induction we find
c( <t - mTs>N) = <bm c(t»p
Fermat's theorem:5 .':~ states that f('lrall bo,
<boP-1)P = 1
Hence, substituting m = p-l into equation (4),
c{ <t - (p-I)Ts~i) = (boP-1 c(t»p J
= c(t)
A.2.5
A.2.6
It is important to notice that equation (6) is not a condition
governing the values of bo, which may take any integer value, but it
is a condition upon the value of Ts, and implies that
A.2.7
fran which,
< TS>N
r1r -I
q , (~) ,
(p-L)
q = 0,1 •••••p-2 A.2.8
tquation (8) tells us that there are (p-l) special delays in each
period, (pn_l) elements, of the sequence. we note that there sre(p-l)
non-zero values of bo, modulo p •.
The smallest positive value of Ts is
Ts = (pn_l) = T1 say
(p-L)
and all other special delays are integer multiples of Ti.
Let the value of the delay gain bo corresponding to a special
delay Tl be B. Hence
(B c(t)p = c«t - (pn_l) >N )
I (p-I)
and so, by equation (4),
<Bq c(t)p = c«t - q Tl~1
If p » 2, since p is a prime, p is odd and (p-L) is always
divisable by 2. So for all p prime> 2 there is a special delay Ts,
such that ...
Ts = .Jf...::l
2
and the corresponding value of bo is <~p
Clearly the value of bo corresp~nding to Ts = pn_l is unity
since c(t - (pn_I) = c(t) therefore
po,«B~)2>p = 1
and taking the square root of each side,
p-1<~r->p =: 1
<_E-1hence, since Ei=--/p ~ 1
(this would imply that the period ~as actually pn_l )
2
or A.2.l0
We notice that this implies that for any p prime >2, the second
half of a p-level m-sequence is (-1) times the first half.
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Unfortunately there are I=1 solutions to equation (10), but
2
we know some properties of B which help us to determine it. They are
(1) Bq I- -1 for any q <.Id:
2
(2) Bq I- 1 for any q < p-l
i.e. B is a primitive (p-l)th root of unity.
(3) A single stage p-level shift register generates a sequence
wi th period (p-L}, vhdch contains each level, except zero,
once and only once, and zero does not occur see figure (2).
B must be a useful feedback gain for such a register
figure A .2.2
(4) It is clear from property (3), that the values of B will
occur in pairs Band B' such that
<B BI), = 1
P
since the sequence generated by a shift register with
feedback gain B' will be'the time - reverse of the sequence
generated by a register '·Iith feedback gain B.
In paragraph (2.3) a component signal a(t,i) '.,asdefined for a
quanti sed signal c(t) such that
a(t,i) = 1 when cCt) = Xi
= 0 other'..lise
'{erequire the cross-correlation function ~ataJ CT) between two such
signals a(t,i) and a(t,j) for all i,j = 0,1••• p-l
~ataJ(T) = El a(t,i). a(t-T,j)}
Let us consider values of T which are integer multiples of tho
clock period, which we will take as unity. Two different cases are
apparent.
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Case (1) T = Ts = q T1
Equation (9) states
<BQc(t»p = c«t - q7i~)
so for every j, q there corresponds a single value of i such that
~(t,j) = a«t - qT1~,i) }
'\.B q. X J) = X t
A.2.ll.
If XJ = 0, then clearly from equation (11)
a(t,j) = a«t - qT1>rtj)
for all q.
This means that for Xj = 0, e.(j, t) is periodic, and has a period
of (~"-l ) clock periods.
p-1
Case (2) T F Ts
A.2.12
l.Je have seen that equations (.3) do not hold for a nori-epecda I delay,
BO c(t - T) i~ independent of c(t). Also, there are p"-1 occurrences
of the level Xj F 0 and (p"-1 -1) zero~ in each period. So,
pI oCt) = Xj F o} = p~-1
P -1
= pn-1 -1
pn_l
where, by pi (statement)} we mean lithe probability that the (statement)
PI oCt) = O}
is true".
rI oCt) F 0, and c(t - T) = Xj} = % for all Xj
~le see from equation (12) that having located a zero, we have located
(p.l) zeros, so, given that c(t) = 0
pI o(t - T) = cl n-1 ()= P -1 - p-l
pn -1 -(p-l)
= 12n-2 -1n-1 1p -
pI o(t - T) = Xj 1 oj = 1- (1 - p"-2 -1 )
p-1 pO-1 -1
= p~::
p -1
, Xi = 0
4-Qfl
= n-2 1p -
ph_l
, Xt = 0
XJ = BqXL FO
Ts = qT1
otherwise
XL FO or
Xj FO
= ,
= .0 ,
= ,
So far we have easumed that T Ls a whole number of clock periods.
In appendix (7) it is shown that a clocked signal has an autocorrelation
function which changes linearly between a delay which is a whole number
of clock periods, and the next delay which is a whole number of clock
periods.
We may generalize the results obtained so far in terms of a clock
period ~ and any delay T. We simplify the equations by writing
(T' = T -QT1), then
for ~ ~ IT'I ~ pn -1 ~
p-l
XL I 0 or Xj I 0
-_ p"-2 1-
ph -1
XL=Xj= 0
for os]T' I ~ 'A.
These results are summarised in figure 3.2.6
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Identification usin~ 8. p-leycl m-sequence.
x(t) non linearity y(t) linear z(t)
y = f(x) system
1{( v)
figure A.3.1
For the system shown in figure (1), the partial cross-
• I
correl~tion function 9X3(r,X) was found to be (equation A.1.9)
co OC)
<PX3(r,X) = J ~{(v) J f(xd. %8.1 (r - II) dXi.dll
- co X1=-OC)
yhere ~8.1(r) is the cross correlation function between the component
signals a(t,X) and a(t,X1) as defined in paragraph (2.1)
For a p-level m-sequence, which is a periodic quantised signal,
equation (1) becomes
-co
\~
W(v) ~ fj.~~la.j(r- V).dll
J=O
partial cross-correlation function between x(t)
A.3.2
and z(t) with respect to the level XL of x(t), and ~ataj(r) is the
cross-correlation function between.the two ccmponent signals a(t,i)
and a(t,j).
a(t,i) = 1
= 0
, x(t)
, otherwise
for all of the p possible levels Xi
fi = f(Xi)
LetTn! = [!i1- ..1},
then if W(II) = 0 for II >,Tm, and II ~ 0,
. </>X3(T,i) = fm!I(V) 2~fj !l"LaJ(T- v) d.
~LaJ(r) wa~ found 1noappendix (2). For the range
- 'I'm ~ r ~ TM, the results were:-
J.. ~ Id ~ 'I'm )
)
XL ~ 0 or Xj f 0 )
n-2llSataj(r)= d, a constant, =.EJi..;..o
p -1
..
Se
A < ITI .c TIn )
.... ~ ) !Z~:tLaj(T) = doo, a constant
Xt = Xj = 0 )
0 ....< ITI .....< /.. )
) giataj( T) = ID .d
Xt F Xj ) A
o ,< ITI ,< A )
~ataj(T) = d+hO[l - I~IJ)
XL = XJ F 0 )
o ,< ITI ~ A )
giatB.j(T) = doo + ho [1 - I~IJ)
Xt=XJ=O )
where ho = (~) . n-2p
(p -1)
Therefore,
P~1L fj.ro.taj(T - v) is a constant for '}..~ IT-vl.~ TIn, so it is
J -0
convenient to rewrite equation (3) in terms of a new variable u where
U = T - v J
du = -dv
CPx~(T,i)
XL f. 0
(A)
(B)
(c)
If '}.. is short compared with the system settling time, the terms
of equation (5) become
P-1
B = - W(T).d. [ L fj - fL J 2A
C = 'N(T).{ \~~~; - ft J~.~2
~o 'A 2
D = W(T) .ho .ft .2('}.. -~)
2A
S1
A • .3.8
If we define the 'average value' fay of the non linearity as
'ray = ~r fj
j=o
then, when we substitute this, and expressions for d and ho from (4),
into equation (8), we get
[
T
cfx~i.r,i} = P~~ W(r}.A.(fL - fay) + fay! n\"(v)dv
p -1
Xt F 0 0
\
When Xt = 0, the term (A) in equation (6) is replaced by
(A'l = f :I(r - ul{ dlJ'J + (doo - dlftJ du
r-Tm J
The other terms are unchanged, so
cf:X:3(r,i)= p'~-1[ ~(r).A.(f(o) - fay) + (fav
p -1
Xt = 0 A •.3.l0
Equations (9) and (10) give us ¢:X:3(T,i) when W(v) = 0 for
II >" Tm =( (!il) -1) A
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Appendix (4)
The autocorrelation function of the output of a
non-line~rity with p-level m-sequence input.
p-level n-stage x(t) instantaneous
y = f(x) I-F .S.R.clock non-linearity
period A
yet)
figure A.4.l
~lewish to know the autocorrelation function ~yy (T) of the output
y(t) of a single-valued instantaneous non-linearity in response to an
input signal x(t) which is a p-level m-sequence.
Remembering that p must be prime, let x(t) take the levels
Xo, X~, •••• Xp-~. x(t) is periodic, The period is
Tc = A. (.p" -1)
One of the levels Xt of x(t) will be zero, so we may without loss
of generality choose Xo = o. If p > '2 we may choose X~, X2 ••• Xp-1
such that they are symmetrically disposed about Xo = O. We then have
- .!cl ~ x(t) ~ !cl
2 2
and f~L XJ = 0
J=OIt is useful to recall some of the results for quanti sed
periodic signals from paragraph (2.5)
x(t) = ~~ xi • a(t,i) A.4.2
where a(t,i) is a component signal of x(t) as defined in section (2.3),
a(t,i) = 1
= 0
whenx(t) =1t
otherwise
The partial correlation function ¢xy(T,i) of x(t) and y(t) is
Tc
~zy(T,i) = 1-/ a(t,i).y (t + T)dt
Tc
o
since x(t) i5 ergodic.
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The full crosscorrelation function if>Iy(T) of x(t) and yet) is
,,"Y(T) =r xi , ~xy(T,i) . A.4.4
t=o
We find in appendix (7) that for a clocked signal x(t), 9xy(T,i)
changes linearly from ¢lY (j,\,i) to .;plY «j + l)'\,i) for all j, 1, 50
there is no need for us to consider values of T which are not integral
multiples of the clock period.
Let us first find the autocorrelat.ion function ~'S:r:t (T) of the
m-sequence x(t), by substituting y = x into equation (4)
1'':1 .
. ~x:z:{T) = ~ X t .<Pu (T.' i)
l=~ 1c P::"~
= ~ Xt· t.!a(t,i). >- XJ. aCt • r,J)dt
t=o 0 JT J;'o2,=:= . 'L' xr, XJ. ~ 0 a(t,i).a{t + T,J)dt
t=o j=o
=r2-~x i, Xt· ",.ta }<r)
~- 0 .r 0yhere ~ataj{T) ~S toe cross correlation function between a(t,1) and a(t,j)
This 'Was found in appendix (2) and the results are shown in figuro (3.2.6)
for T = Ts = q 71= q,A.,pn_l ,
p-l
. \~ataJ(q T~ = 0 for all Xj except Xj = ,BqXt/p
\ I
= 'p~-1 for Xj = (BqXt;p ~ 0
p -1
= pn ~-l for Xj = Xt = 0
P'I-l
~nt aJ (T) = ~-2 for all t ,j except t :: j = 0
p -1
n-1= p -1 for t = j = 0
p"-l
where D is the delay gain corresponding to a delay T11 as defined in
appendix (A.2)
Ye chose Xo = 0, so we may rewrite equation (5) as
"'u (r) = ~:: ~: Xt ,XJ .~at"J (r)
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and substituting the expressions for ~ataJ(T) into equation (6)rr~:rCT) = r{;-2. -. XL .Xj : A.4.7
T-I=_ Ts
p -1 t=1 j=1 IrBut XL = 0 (by equation (1) ).. ~%ince Xo = 000
rXI = 0L=1
0 ci>J:~ (T ) = 0 A.4.800
T -# Ts
since ~ataJ(qT1) = 0 ,
when T = QT1, equation (6) becomes
-1
~J:X (qTd = ~ -1 Xt (Bq .XL)P
P -1 t=1
Now we have completely specified the auto correlation function
of the m-sequence. We see that it has a spike every time
T = qT, ,
q = 0, 1, ••• P-2
we also see that for p>2 the auto correlation function has zero
mean value.
Let us return to the output of the non-linearity. We have chosen
it to be instantaneous and single valued, so every time the input is Xt,
the output is f(Xt). For simplicity let us write
t (xd = fL
The 1nput 182~
x(t) = Xt. a(t,i)
L=oso the output is
, yet) =r fl. a(t,i) A.4.10
We shali=~ollow the same procedure to find ~y(T) as we used to
find QXI(T). Equivalent to equation (5) we have
p-1 \-1
~y (r)= ~=~ ~ rl.fJ.~laJ(r)
In general fo F 0, so we cannot change the lll~itB of the
summations as we did for ~x(T). Using the results from appendix (A.2)
n-:aJ-~
p -1
~-~
p -1
A.4.l3
We notice that if the non-linearity is replaced by a unit linear
gain, y = x, the expressions for ~y(T) reduce to those for ~xx(T)as we
expect.
We can rewrite equation (13) in terms of fav, the average value
of the non-linearity, as
( ) n 2 «»~y T =~ ,fay -~
p -1 p -1
this is the mean value of the auto correlation function ~y( T)
Examples of the application of these results appear in section (3.4)
Appendix (5)
The pmler spectrum of a signal having a. periodic,
spikey auto correlation function.
When a signal is constra.ined to change its value only at regularly
.spaced clock instants, it has an auto correlation function which changes
linearly between delays of adjacent whole numbers of clock period~.
i.e. for a clocked signal x(t) 'hav~ng a clock period ~
o~ i1~ 1
(This result is found in appendix (7)
In consequence,. the feature shoun in figure (A. 5.1) is common
~
in the auto correlation functions of clocked signals.
7j,,-,,(c..)
- - -----,l_'<-)..-~----~
--2.\ -
figure A. 5.1
We will describe this featur.e as la spike of height H at time
r = KA. Clearly such a spike is an approximation to an impulse of
strength HA. .
If the clocked signal x(t) is periodic, then the autocorrelation
function will be periodic. Features other than spikes may be present,
for example a steady level. We may find the power spectrum corresponding
to each of these features separately, since the fourier transform is a
linear operation. The total power spectrum will be the sum of these
c~mponent spectra.
Let us consider, then, the autocorrelation function shown in figure (2)
P~-r: (-y) .
1
K\ '""-
figure A. 5.2-r~
o
This autocorrelation function is of course unrealisable, since
, ~:u(o) ~~x(T) for all T.tJevertheless, it is
._"'~#
convenient to find the power spectr~~ due to this train of spikes, and
then,as outlined above,to use it to find the complete spectrum.
for 0 ~ XA ~ Te - A
~X{T) = 0, O~T~ (K - 1)>-
= 0, (K + l),.i\. .~ T 5 Te:
= ( V>-) - K + 1, (K - 1) A ~T~ KA
= K + 1 - ('r/A), KA .$- T ~ (R + 1)>-
To find ~xx{ T) for K outside the range 0 ~ KA.~ T e -A, 'We use
equations{l) and
!Zi:u( T + NTc) = !Zi:x::r;{T)
for all T and all integer N
The component g'xx(~,K) of the power spectrum G'xx{w) due to a
spike of unit height in ~IX(T) at T = (NTc + KA.) for N,K integers is
given by KA
g'xx(w,K) = I (L Cos a T + (l-K) Cos a T )dT
(K-l). A
(K+J)>-.-/ (t Cos ex T - (1 + K) Cos aT) dr
KA
where a = 1!h
Te:
h = 1, 2 ••••
evaluating the integrals,
g I :u{w,K) = .l • Cos a K A. Sinc2~
A 2
L1where sine x = sin X'
x
sinc217'h,\
Tc
.•• g'xx{w,K) = 1 Cos 217'h~
A Tc
We notice that sinc217'hi\. is inde~endent of K, and will therefore
Tc
occur in the power spectrum component due to each spike in the auto-
correlation function. Let us define a new variable gxx(w,K) which is
the envelope of the sinc2 function in g'xx(w,K)
g'xx(w,K) = gxx(w,K). sinc2 17'hi\.
Te
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If we define a corresponding quantity for the complete power
spectrum, we get
G/xx(w) = GxX(W). sinc2 ~
Tc
~o clearly when the full autocorrelation function consists of 3pike~
of height
os Kt -s (Tc -').)
then m
G:x::r(w) =L Ht .gx:dw.Kt)
t:::o~e know that for a realisable signal
~x (NTc :!: r) = y'5:u (r)
. N integer
:. where:r<r),.= Te - Kq )..
Hq = Hr
and Hq must exist if Hr exists
Also, Co~ 2'rh. (Te -Kg ),.) = Cos 21Th• .&A
, ~ ~
In particular, for a p-leve~ m-sequence, or the output of a
non-linearity with a p-Ievel m-sequence as its input,
~ = 0, _l_ , •••• ~
Te p-l p-l
So, for a signal a~ above,
G' xx (w) = Sinc2 ~ [Te
Notice that
p-3
:r
Ho +Hp;; (-lr+ 2L Hq. gzx(w,Kq)] A.5.5
q=1
the term in curly brackets is periodic in ~ period
(p-l). This term is Gxx(w), and we need ,only ev~luate it for h = 0,1 •••
~2.
Example~ of the application of these results are given in
section (3.4)
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.Appendix (6).
ldentific~tion of a non-linear ::oyst.em,.,henmeasm:_cmcnts of t.he
output nre contaminated by noise.
_x_( t~)-I..__ __.r y( t...) ..
loo _ Y = f(x)
i net)
,-_l_l(_v)_~1 z(!2 ~f(t)
figure 11.6.1.
Once again we '''illconsider the system of paragraph (2.2)
. .We will now investigate the problem of identifying the system when
the output z(t) is contaminated by noise net) which is stationary and
uncorrelated to the input x(t). Let the measurable output be Z1(t).
Z1(t) = z(t) + net)
We will consider the outcome of a hypothetical experiment in which we
make an estimaterX31(r,X) of the partial cross correlation function
~X3( r,X). In this exper-Iment,we will take the time average over one
period of the input signal, so
Tc
rX3iCr,X) = _J. J a(t,X). zdt + r) dt
To .
o
Tc
=.J: J a(t,X).z(t + r)dt
To
o
Tc
+ _1 J a(t,X).n(t + r)dt
To
o Tc
rX31(r,X) = CPX3(r,X) + _! J a(t,X). net + r)dt
To o
11.6.1
11.6.2
So the expected value of our estimate is
Elrx31(r,X)} = ¢X3(r,X) + E{£(T,X)}
but we assumed that x(t) and net) are uncorrelated, so a(t,X) and
net) are uncorrelated, so
Tc
E{dr,X>l = ..1 J E{a{t,X).n{t + r)} dt
To o
..
60
o
Let us ae aume that E{11 (t)} = O. If this is not so, vIe will have
the same result as ~·,henwe carry out the technique out.Lf.ned in paragraph
(3 •.3) for removing the bda s fron our measurements. ~vo"lill not be able
to distinguish cet' ..leen the average value fay of the non linearity and
the mean of the noise at the output.
So, with the assumption that E{n(t)} = 0
El e (r ,X)} = 0
i
We see that our estimate, r:r~1 (r,X) of the partial correlation
function CP:r3 (r ,X) is unbf.assod if the noise contamination is unbf.aased ,
Let us nO\·1acse ss the variance of our estimate.
Variance in our estimate of ¢:r3(r,X) ~ E{e2(r,X)}
T
'·(T,X) ~ /. 17 a(tl,X) •• (t.,X).n(tl + T).n(t. + T)dhdt.
c 0
To
E{c2(r,x)1 = ~ ff Ela(t1,X).a{t2,X)1.::dn(t1 + r).n(t2 + T)ldt1dt2
C 0
net) is ststionary, so
E{n(t1 + T)~ n(t2 + T)} = E{n(t1). n(t2)}
where glaa(r) and ~nn(T) are the auto correlation functiomof a(t,X) and
net) respectively.
b 1
v
c
figure A.6.2. - Area of integration.
Icha.nging the order of integration,
But, ~nn(-v) = ~nn(v)
~aa(-v) = gJaa(v)
So ~nn(v) Waa(v) cv A.6 •.3.
We cannot go any further in estimating the variance without a knov'Ledge
of ~nn(v) and ~ad(v), cut we can see that it is independent of T,
althoueh it is dependent on X •
•
Append ix (7)
The Autocorrel~tion Function of a Clocked Signal.
We require the auto~correlation function of an ergodic clocked
signal for all delays, when we know its value only for delays which
are integer multiples of the clock period. (A clocked signal is one
which may change its value only on the occurrence of regularly spaced
clock pulses). We will follow the method used by Newton Gould and Keiser6
(chapter (3» for binary signals.
l{eknow - (1) for all T, ~:rx (T) = E{x(t).x(t - TH
(2) ~x(~) and ~Ix«i + l)A) for all i
where A is the clock period.
We require ~xx«i + J)A),
Now, for a fraction of time J,
E {x(t) .x(t - (i + J)A)} = g)x:d iA)
for a fraction of time (1- A),
E {x(t).x(t - (i + J)A)J = ~x«i + l)A)
therefore
~:r «i + J}\) =£1 g;:u (iA) + (1 - .d) .<1ixx«i + l)A)
or
A.7.l
Hence, the auto-correlation function of a clocked signal changes
linearly between a delay of one integral multiple of a clock period, and
the next integral multiple, as the delay is varied.
App~ndix (8)
Identification of a Non-linear System when the
Input Test Signal is Contaminnted by Noise •
._ . J n( t ) I
y(t)~.\ i_,,__. .
~/ .'
i
y = f(x+n) i yet) w (v) z(t)'-
figure A.8.l
.Consider an experiment in which we make an estimate rxJeT,X) of
the partial cross-correlation function, ~X3(T,X) between x(t) and z(t)
for the system shown in figure 1. ~e will take the time average over
one period of the input signal x(t).
rX3(T,X) = 1-fCa(t,X).Z(t + T)dt
Te
o
A.B.l
We will assumo that net) (a) is stationary
(b) is uncorrel~ted with x(t)
(c) has zero mean value
(d) has power small compared with that
of x(t)
It follows from assumption (d) that
yet) = f(x(t» + net). f/(X(t» A.B.2
where
t' = df(x)
dx
z(t) = !~w(v).yet - v)dv
-~
= J~(v). J~(f(Xd + net - v).f/(Xd).a(X1,t - v).dX1.dv
-~ -~ A.B.3
hence Tc ~ ~
=~!a(t,X). J w(v) J (f(Xd+n(t + T -v).f'(X1».
o -co-co
a«t + T - V),Xi) dXl.dv.dt
=~ef"(") rJe(r(X.) + n (t + T -v) .£'(X.».
-co -co 0
a(t,X). a(t + T - v, X1).dt.dXl.dv
= ~X3(T,X) + (T,X)
where
co co T e
e(T,X) = ~C I W(v?·1 I f/(X1). net + T -v).a(t,X).n(t + T -11,1:1)
_00 _00 0
.A.8.5
Werequire the expected value Ele(T,X}} of ~(T,X), the error
in our estimate of the partial correlation function.
00 00 c
Ele(T,X}} = t I ~.,r(IJ) I Ell fl (Xd.n(t + T - 1I).a(t,X).
-00 • -00 0' aCt + T -v,x1)dt.ldXl.dll•
-,
But ~e assumed that net) and x(t) are uncorrelated, so
. E!dT,x)1 = ~ !;(") !Wr'(X'>.ll!c(t)1 E!/\(t,X) ••(t + T -",X.)
-00 -00 -' 0 dt}.dX1.dll.
But, by assumption E{n(t)J = 0, soz{e(T,X)} = O.
Hence we see that
'A.B.6
and our estimate of the partial correlation function is unbiassed
~hen our assumptions hold.
We see from equation (5), that
00
.·(T,X) = h!!!! \1("1).i1(".).r/(X1)~r'(x.).p .dVl·dv••dX1.dX.
-00 A .B.7
Tc
where P = J n(t1 + T - ,,) .a(t1,X) .a(t1 + T - V1,X1)dtl.
o TcJ n(t:a + T - v).a(t2,X).a(t2 + T - V2,X2}dt2.
o
.A.8.8
The variance of our estimate of the partial cross-correlation
function is E {e2( T,X} I.
eo
:E{e2(T,x)} = ~!JI!J i.,r(V1).~·1(v2).f'(Xl).f'(X2).El,B}.dv1.dIl2.dXl.dX2.
co A .8.9
fran equation (B) and our assumption that net) and x(t) are uncorrelated,
we find T c
E {pI = E { J! n(t1 - vl).n(t2 - v2).dtl.dt21.
o Tc
E' [ IIn(t 1,X) .a(t :!,X) .dt 1.dt 21.
o Tc
El Jla{t1-v1,Xd.a(t2-
__"~ ... ._.. _n. .. . ----- ...
Te
E{p} = II ~nn(t2 + h + 111 - 1I~).dta.dt1' JI ~aa(t!J - t1).dt2.dt1'
o Tc 0
~j~a1a2(t2 - t1 + 111- 112)dt2.dt1.
o
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A.S.lO
vhere ~nn(T) and ~a(T) are the autocorrelation functions of net) and
a(t,X) respectively, and ~~1a2(T) is the cross correlation function
betyeen a(t,X1) snd a(t,X2).
Consider the first double integral of equation (10)
let t:a - t1 = U
dt2 = du
o 0
Te-t1!!Ziim(II + uldu dt1
-t1
Te Te
ff = J
changing the order of integration
•. 0 Te.. Te Te-u
JJ ~L_j · j j ~n(v + u)dt1du Tc
= IO(Te + U)9nn (v + u)du + j (Te - u) 'hn(1I + u)du
-'le"T 0
= ~ e (T c - u) ( ~n n (II + u) + !linn (II - u) du
o
Exactly the sarne procedure yields 3 similar expression for the
third double-integral. The second is found by the same procedure, as
Tc
j. (Te - u) (~a (u) + ~a (-u )Ju
'i'_o . ..,.
= 2 ~ (Te - u)~ aa (u)du
o
since ~a(u) = 1iaa(-u).
Hence, Tc
E {pI = 2 I (Te - U).{Chn{lI +u) +
Te 0
~ (Tc - u){~ 13 ~(v + u ) + (a 13 ~ (v - u»du
o . .
'Tc
!t5nn(11 _u»du J (Tc-u)~a(u)du
o
A.S.ll
..
,.
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Equations (9) and (11) together give us tho variance of our
estimate of the partd.aL cross-correlation function. ~'1henx(t) is a
p-level f.!-sequenceequation (9) is replaced ry equation (12)
A.8.l2.
SECTION 2.
AN EYE POSITION TRANSDUCER
·~----CORNEA
'_---IRIS~===~.:::__-----CONJ"UNCTIVR
Chapter 1.
The human eyeball i~ no~ally in continual motion as it sc~ns
the field of view. Thi~ motion conef st s of rotations about t,.Joaxe s _
a vertical one, and a horizontnl one Hhich is normal to the optic Dxi3.
These movements are controlled mainly by four muscles which are attached
tangentially to the eyeball and act in the 'into the head I direction.
They are arranged one above, one below and one on either side of the
eye (see figure 1.1). A pad of fat behind the eyeball provides a
bearing surface, and the necessary lout of the head' reaction force to
mainb.in equilibrium. In addition to these scanning movements, there
are t~.Jomajor movements which are less noticeable. First, the tensing
of all of the four muscles together compresses the pad of fat, and the
eyeball is translated in the 'into the headl direction, and vice versa.
This is observed when an object is brought close to the eye, for instance
when removing a foreign body from under an eyelid. Secondly, the eyeball
rotates about -the optic axis under the control of t~.:I0more muscles vhd oh,
by running in 'pulleysl in the scull, apply forces obliquely. This
movement is observ~d when the head is tilted; the eyeball rotates in the
opposite sense so that the images of vertical objects remain vertical.
Several sections of the scientific community have found a need to
measure the scanning movements, and to record the movements as functions
of time. As n result, experimenters from various disciplines have
constructed transducers to measure eye move~ents. The main interest
ha s come from the fel101-1inggroups.
(a) Physicians who require a dlagno std,caid, and ",ha wish to
study the effectiveness of treatments that they have given
for occulo-rnotor diseases
(b) Physiologists and bie-engineers who ,.,ishto study the
rehaviour of the normal eyeball.
(c) Psychologists 101ho are interested in the scanning behaviour
of the eye, for example in driving or reading.
b9
, .
I
FIGUREl.l-The l·~uscles Controlling the Eye (Scher.latic Plen View)
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(d) Engineers 'olho are arranging instruments or controls so thnt
they may be used to the best advantage, or vJho 1-1ishto use
the eyeball as an additional information input to a machine,
for example, to improve tracking \7ith a telescope, or as a
typing aid for the disabled.
Youngl presents a survey of the methods that have been used to
measure eyeball movements, and their performance and accuracy. He also
reports on a system which he, and his co-~"orkers at the Hassllchussetts
Insti tute of Technology (HIT), designed in 1961. This system exploits
the variation in reflectivity over the surface of the eyeball. Figure
(1.3) shows the salient features of the instrument. Two circular patches
of light are thrown onto the eye by the filament lamps. Each of the t\oIO
photo resistors is directed t.ovards one of the patches of light, and
produce's an output which is proportional to the light flux reflected by
the eye. The difference in the outputs of the t'.,10photo-resistors is
proportional to the rotation of the eye about its vertical axis.
Because the cadmium sulphide photo resistors have a limited
frequency response, this s.ystem may only be used to measure components
of eyeball movements up to about 10 H~.
In the 5U"lllerof 1966, I spent soma' timea.t the'National Physical
Laborliltory-(NFL),;Teddington, and became familiar ,-,litha developnent
of Young's device which had been made by Plumb2 (figure 1.4). Plumb's
requirement was for a device ~hich he could use in total darkness, and
which would measure eyeball rotation only about a vertical axis. Also
he required the instrument to have a high frequency response.
So that his subject would remain in a state of dark adaption,
Plumb replaced tho two filament lamps by gallium arsenide diodes, and
the photo-resistors by silicon photo-transistors. The diodes, when
rever se-bi.ased, are monochromatic sources of near infra-red ('oJavelength
O.9~). The photo-transistors have a high sensitivity to radiation of
this wavelength, as well as to visi1::lelight tmolsrds the red end of
UM6US----'
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PLUMB'S DEVICE.
the spectrum. Because the silicon photo-transistor has a very much
faster rise time than a photo-resistor; Plumb's version is capable of
recording eye movements of considerably higher fre0,uency than is Young's.
The wide spectral response of the photo-transistors (extending
through the visible spectruM and well into the infra-red spectrum)
meant that Plumb's device could not be used except in total darkness.
On my return to the University of Har\.lick,I started '''orkon a modified
version of the transducer which voul.d a.lLov its use in any lighting
condi tions. At the sane time Hughes) was vorkfng 'on a similar improve-
rnent to the S8!!l6 device for the Fritish Aircraft Corporation. This
lAtter ,.lorkwas later suspended because the problems involved in setting-
up the instrunent made it unsuitable for the proposed tracking application.
,9hapter 2. The design and development of a transducer based
on the N.P.L. version of Young's instrument.
ClThe NFL transducer was constructed so that the sp~cial
relationship between the infra-red sources and the photo-transistors
was fixed by the frame on which they were carried. The frame was
supported by a travelling microscope stand (see figure 2.0.1.).
The stand was provided with slides and scales which allowed the
transducer to be moved along the three axes (x, y, z in fig 1) and the
movements to be measured.
The subject's head was held stationary by means of a dental bite
....hieh '.ISS firmly secured to the. supporting table. The time required to
readjust the apparatus, following a change in subject, was consideraQly
reduced by recording the setting of the microscope stand for each subject.
Initially I constructed a copy of the NFL transducer that was
supported on a spectacle frame so that the subject would not have the
tiring restraint of the bite. The photo-transistors and gallium arsenide
~iodes were supported on a frame which allowed the geometry to be altered
easily, and clamped firmly after adjustments were made. The performance
of this copy was not as good as that of the NFL version, and this was
later attributed to the considerable variation in characteristics between
one photo-transistor and another of the same type, and to variation in
the reflective properties of the eyeball; between one subject and another.
A considerable a~ount of experimentation lead to the foll~~ing
conclusions about the NPL version.
(1) The geometry quoted by Plumb is not optimQ~
(2) The performance is very sensitive to small changes in geometry.
()) Errors are introduced as a result of the movement of the
subject's eyelids.
(I.) It is r-easonabke to use the device to operate an electric
type...riter, ",hile the subject looks 'at a matrix of letters.
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Some experiments carried out with an infra-red i~aee converter
suggested that
(5) t.Jhenvie,,,edin monochromatic light '·lithwavelength 0.911,
the eye appears to be a black hole in a ,,,hite diffusive
sphere.
The variation in performance with geometry is very serious. It
means that gross errors can result from small distortions in the
structure of the transducer, from small movements of the transducer
relative to the subject's head, or from the translation of the eyeball
in the z direction (see figure ~.O.l.) and chapter (1) ). Also, the
transducer requires a very lengthy setting-up procedure to achieve
reasonable performance. This may take up to two hours, and is hampered
by the movement of the eyeball into the head as described in chapter (1).
The problems associated with eyelids seems to limit users to those
whose eyes are normally fairly wide open, as it is a considerable strain
deliberately to hold the eyelids wider than normal.
From the initial testing phase, the project developed along two
parallel paths; the design of the geometry, and the construction of a
s,ystem which would allow the device. to be used in any lighting conditions.
(2.1) Design of the geoMetry.
It ",as clear that eventually the transducer would be required to
give measurements of rotation about toth the vertical and horizontal
axes of its scanning rotation. This influenced the design criteria
which ",ere chosen ",hen a transducer was constructed which ",auld measure
only rotation about the vertical axis. The following quantities were
chosen to be opt~mized in the design of the transducer geometry.
(1) linearity * (local and general)
(2) cross-talk
(3) range
(4) sensitivity
( 5) immunity to small variations in geometry
Of these properties, the fifth is by far the most important. It Is
cleArly intolerable to spend a large amount of time checking and
setting up the transducer. General linearity, that is linearity of the
device over its entire range, should be within: 5% for most applications.
,(This linearity was obtainable for short periods ",ith all versions).
Local linearity is particularly important when the application requires
a specified angular error, as apposed to a specified fractional error.
Crosstalk (an indicated movement about one axis due to a movement about
a perpendicular axis) would be undesirable for a single-dimension device,
and a serious fault in the two-dimentional one.
Observations of the NPL subject's eyeballs, using an infra-red
image converter and the gallium arsenide sources, supported the following
deeien assumptions about the system, at the infra-red wavelength to be
used.
H The term 'linearity' is used here to mean 'fractional linearity
error'. It is defined fully in nppendix (3). The linearity of the
instrument is good if the figure quoted is small.
1'8
(1) The sclera behaves as a diffusive, spherical surface.
The conjunctiva and corner')are perfectly transmissive.
(2) The iris and pupil have negligable reflectivity
compared with that of the sclera.
(3) The limbus is circular.
(4) The infra-red sources provide uniform illumination
over the areas 'seen' by the photo-transistors.
The model of the eyeball then, at the infra-red wavelength of
interest, is like a table-tennis ball on which is painted a black
patch with a circular boundary.
Two further assumptions '",eremade in order to allOtolthe design
to proceed, they were
(5) the areas seen by the photo-transistors are circular
(6) the sensitivity of the photo-transistors to infra-red is
uniform over these areas
Assumptions (2), (5) and (6) were later found to be false, and
in some cases markedly, so (see chapter (3) ). If all six assumptions
do hold, then the behaviour of the transducer is governed entirely by
the geometry of intersecting circle~. We will therefore investigate
this subject nrnJ. (PQ9~~)
Consider the figure (2.l.l~ in which all dimensions are
norm~lised with respect to the radius of the limbus.
The two circular areas, radius a, are the areas seen by the
photo-tronsistors, and the outline of the pupil is shovn dotted. The
output of the transducer is the amplified difference in the outputs of
the two photo-transistors.
Output a Aa - Ai
A,.~ = 'IT a2 - Aa'
A, H = 'IT a2 - Ai'
Output a Ait - Aa'
It is more convenient for us to calculate the areas A~ and As'
than Ai And Aa , and ~e see that this information is just as useful.
Let AREA (r'it 1'2' b) be the common area of two circles radii
rl and r2 and central seperation b. This function of (ri' r2, b) is
found in Appendix (A.I.)
Hence we have a simple way of computing the response of the
transducer as a function of x and y given c. In practice it is more
efficient to form a look-up table of ARSA (1, a, b) against b for each
s, and to interpolate in b each time AR~A is required. '
}T01.J consider figure (2.1.3). To a satisfactory approximation,
we find that for a snaIl change 810 in z,
~o = tan e~z
8a = tan a~z·
z = cos eZ'
So, the resulting changes 8a and ~c in a and c are related
approximately by
tl'lna
oos f),tan f)
= tnn asin f) .
:vemust choose e such that ~ is the best approximation to the ideal
8c
value. ,hIf\.' 2.~L-?,/ . i
I~,~ I '. .
~' 2
l
I
2.
r
figure (2.1.3)
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so
The desien process now becomes (see figures 2.1.1, 2, 3)
Given a,
(1) Choose a and c such that
(i) t~ere is a closely linear relationship between
the output and x
(Ii) the output has a small sensitivity to y
(i11) the output has theminirnU!!1variation with
respect to a
(2) Choose a relationship between c and a so that as they vary,
the performance remains most nearly constant. Choose 8
such that
~ _ t"lnCl
Se - sin 8
most nearly satisfies this relationship.
This design is most conveniently carried out using the computer
prograrme sUE:gested earlier in this chapter. An Algol programme was
~ritten ~hich, given a and c as data,computes OUTPUT (XL, YL) for an
arrey or values of (xt, yt). Taking each value of x as the maximum
range, it computes LIi'EARITY, and for each XL as origin it computes
CURVE (These terms are defined in Appendix (2) ). The progranme
also finds' the value erx, for each yt, for which the LINEARITY reaches
a prescribed limit TL, and the area (LINARSA) over which the linearity
is within this limit.
There is no purpose in computing results for cases where the
field of view of either of the transistors is entirely sclera or
entirely iris. T~at is for:
c + Ixl > 1+ a
c - Ix I < 11 - a I
(1)
(2)
i.e. % should be not greater than the lesser of
1- e + III
c - 11 - si
These conditions Rlso imply limits on c and a, and by substituting
Ixl = 0 in (1) and (2) we get
c > 1 + a
c<ll-al
These conditions are represented graphically in figure (2.1.4)
Looking again at (1) and (2), we see that the maximum range of x
is achieved for (c = 1) when (a < 1) and (c = a) l.fhen (a > 1).
figure (2.1.4) shot ....s this also, for the x range is the shorter
vertical distance to the boundary of the useful region.
c
I
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figure (2.l.4)
3·0 a.
The observations with the NPL transducer showed that difficulties
arise when the subject's eyelids are within the areas seen ry the
transistors. ~e would therefore like to keep these areas as small as
possirle, and to choose the data for the progra~me accordingly.
(2.2) IKodifiMtion for l1se in any lirhtinR conditions.
The syste~ represented in figure (2.2.1) (which is believed novel)
was constructed using simple transistorised amplifiers and transistor
switches. In the dark, the performance of this system was the same as
the previous version, cut it was still of little use in daylight
because the a~cient illumination was sufficient to saturate the photo-
transistors. Ordinary photographic infra-red filters were placed in
front of the photo-transistors. Again the performance of the device _
e.
was unchanged in the dark, but it ~ould also be used in subdued day-
light. In strong light there l.Jassufficient infra-red to cause the
Sdturation of the first staee of the a~plifier. To overcome this
difficulty, active d.c. negative feedback was applied to the a~plifier
and saturation did not occur except in full sunlight.
The resulting syst~ was subject to serious drift due both to the
changes in leakage of the photo-transistors, and to drift of the a~pli-
fiers.
The syste~ was rebuilt using integrated circuit operational
amplifiers, and a field effect device as a preamplifier. The new system
was now much more stable, and less sensitive to variation in ambient
illu'TIination.
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(2.3) Hodification for use in two dimensions.
A tra.nsducer 'Was constructed '''hichhad two recei vine channels
each identical to the single channel version. The new transducer
used the sa~e infra-red transmitting s,rstem, which served both channels.
There is insufficient space between the eyelids to construct a
6yste~ that uses one channel for rotations about the horizontal axis
and the other for rotations about the vertical axis. Instead, two
axes ",ere chosen inclined at equal angles to the vertical axis, and
summing amplifiers were used to operate upon the outputs to produce a
horizontal and a vertical signal.
Clearly the horizontal resolution will be superior to the vertical,
but in many applications this is acceptable.
Chanter (3). Observations with the eye position transducer, and
\li th the infra-red ir:lageconverter.
The experimental work fell into three distinct categories, testing
of equi~ent, experi~ents to test design assumptions, and investigations
into one particular application. The observations made as a result of
experiments in the last two categorjes will now be recorded.
(3.1) Evidence in support of design assumptions.
Here again a natural division falls, in the experimental work,
between work done with the eye position transducer itself and work
done with other devices.
Two other means were employed to obtain evidence of the validity
of the assu~ptions. At NFL an infra-red image converter was available
which would convert an infra-red image into a visible image. Recently
(1969) an infra-red film has become aV9.i1able (Kodak Infra-red 35 T!1!!l) ••.
which is adequate for photography by illumination of the gallium
arsenide lamps.
The assumptions are now considered one by one in the light of the
evidence from ell these experiments
(1) The sclera behaves as a diffusive spherical surface. The
conjunctiva and cornea are perfectly transmissive.
Clearly the sclera is not perfectly spherical, and the conjunctiva
and the fluid fiL~ carried by it wil1'be reflective in some degree, but
experiments with just one photo-transistor showed that variations in the
output, due to ell effects, were very small when the area seen by the
transistor lay outside the limbus, compared with the signal in normal
operation.
Reflection from the cornea would cause errors because of the
corneal bulee, but it was not possible to see any reflection with the
image convert~r. Some reflection is apparent in photographs taken with
the infra-red film.
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(2) •rne iris a~d pupil have neglig,ble reflectivity when co~pared
with tt-a sclera.
This assunption was supported well by the NPL subject. Measured
res?onses correspcnded closely to the calculated response, and observa-
tiona with the im8ee converter were very similar to the model of the
eye. po,.,~ver,it \lould appear that it was by chance that he was such a
good subject, having his iris pi~entation such that the assumption was
supported. ro vcrk with other subjects has shown the same evidence.
Ficure (1) is an infra-red photograph of my ovn eye showing clearly
that the ~ssu~rticn is invalid.
(3) Thp. li~cus is circular
This is very closely true for all subjects, as can be justified
by inspection of photographs of their eyes.
(4) The infra-red sources provide uniform illumination over
the areas seen by the photo-transistors.
This was justified ry en experiment in which a table-tennis ball
1.1'9 placed in the position of the subject's eye, and viet-7edwith the
i~ngo converter. Additional support was given by changing the positions
of the eolliu~ sroenide la'l1psand ~bservine that thera was no consequent
change in recronse for ~all chenges.
5(6)and~) Tha areas seen by the photo-transistors ara circular.
Tho sensi t1vity of tha photo-tre.nsistors is uniform over these
circular areas.
This inro~8tion \las given by the manufacturer, but Texas
In8tru~ent8 et~ted Inter that tho areas seen by the transistors ara
elliptic~l, And thgt the sensitivity varies considerably over these areas,
end from ono transistor to another. They nO',,1 produce another photo-
trAncistor ~~lch satisfies the assumption closely, and which does not
chc·.1 wido rroduct1on spr eads , Unfcrtunately this transistor is extremely
8"1",11 And difficult to moun t , It has not yet been incorporated into the
eprl'lratus.
The author's eye photographed on infra-red film, with
0.9 mono-chromatic ill~nation
(3.2) Preliminary experiments in type~riter control.
lJhile I was still at NPL I used tho NFL transducer in the
experimental set up shown in figure (1)
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figure 3.2.1
A linear array of characters ~as displayed on the Mask of a
CRT. The subject vie~ed the CRT, with the transducer in position in
front of his eye, and with his head secured with the dental bite.
Various character arrays were used having 8, 16, 32 and 64 characters
in a horizontal line subtending an angle of 120 at the subject's eye.
A press-button switch vas used to generate a 'release' signal for the
paper tape punch, when the spot on the CRT display coincided with the
required letter.
Four subjects were used in the experiment. The first was the
subject with who~ I did the majority of the experi~ents at NPL. He
had by now becOMe quite accustomed to the apparatus, after about three
weeks experience as a subject in other experiments. After two 50 second
trial runs he was able to use the device to punch about 70 characters
per minute, with perhaps one or two errors, fro~ an array of 64
characters. The three other subjects, all typists new to the equip~ent,
vere able to punch aeout 20 characters per minute, two from an array of
32 characters, and the third from an array of 8 characters. This subject
was very nervous and had a 50% error rate when the display contained 16
characters.
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The visual feedback was originally intended to a110t$ the subject
to dispense with the bite and use only a hoad-rest. Only the experienced
subject tried this. He found that he '~as unable to type for as long as
one minute because his neck beca~e very tired from holding his head still.
(3.3) General experimental observations.
At no time did any subject become really cOMfortable ~hen using
either the NFL transducer, or the specte.cle-borne Var~,1ickdevice.
All complained of sore, dry eyes after 60 to 90 seconds of use. This
was not due to the infra-red illu~ination of their eyeballs, for they
complained whether or not the Laraps ~"ere on, and uhethar or not they
knew they were on. In any case the infra-red flux reaching the eye-
ball is less than that from a 100 watt filament lamp at a distance of
3 feet from the eye.
It was very disturbing to the subject if the output of the
transducer is displayed in front of him with no filtering, and this
causes the amplitude of the high frequency components of his eyeball
movements to increase. The subjects found that the feedback signal
in the type~riter control experiment ~as satisfactory in that it
removed all the jitter from the display, whilst responding promptly.
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(4) Conclusion.
The eye position transducer described in this thesis is a
relatively simple device which is aele to Measure eyeball rotations
+ 60 0 0over a range - to an accuracy of 0.2 to 1.0 depending upon the
subject, and the conditions of use. It has the great advantages
that the subject need not wear heavy equipment on his head, and that
the associated electronics are simple end compact , !.]henthe device
is used with visual feedback, the subject is aele to locate points
with an accuracy limited only by his eyeball tremor.
The transducer has been applied to a disabled person's typing
machine by 1,1.H.Birley4in his B.Sc. project. Starting from the work
described in section 3.2 of this thesis, he constructed a typing syste~
which uses a two-dimensional array of letters (see figure 4.0.1). The
output of the transducer is coded into typel"riter control signals using
a small process control computer (see figure 4.0.2). Birley used this
system to study the problems of visual feedback, and the requirements
of the visual display. He concluded that the system was practical and
that hieh typing speeds could be achieved after training.
Also at the University of ~'lanlick,P.H. Landers is using the eye
position transducer to study the relationship between optical and
vestibular stimuli.
D~. B••Craske, at the University of Southampton, is using a copy
of the transducer to study the behaviour of subjects performing a sorting
task.
Certain disadvantages of the transducer have become apparent, and
these should form the basis of further work.
(1) The transducer characteristics are constant, under v~rying
lighting conditions, only if the reflectivity of the iris
is equal to the apparent reflectivity of the pupil, measured
at 0.9p. This is not always the case.
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(2) A considerable a~ount of time is required for s~tting up
c
the transducer and for subject \cli~atization.
Consideration of further vork must include a study of possible
alternative methods of measurIng eyeball position. }'r. R.L.Hyde of
the British Aircraft Corporation suggested that better results might
be achievable using a closed-circuit television technique. A SMall
television callerawould scan the eyeball, and the changes in signal
level retween sclera and pupil detected.
l~ore co-np'lextelevision systems have been used, for exanpl.e,
the syst~ described in reference (5). This gives very high accuracy
at the expense of great complexity.
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Anpendix 1.
The common area of t,-"ocircles.
The purpose of this appendix is to derive a relationship
l::etweencentre separation and conmon area of t,.,IOcircles, which is
suitable for mechanisation on a digital co~puter.
f b...
figure (A.l.l)
Consider two circles radii rl and r2, with centre separation
b (see figure (A.I.I) ).
Case (1) Ibl > r1+ r:a(see figure (A.1.2) )
Clearly, if Ibl ~ rl + ra , then the circles do not intersect,
and their common area is zero.
the circle of radius 0, is co~pletely enclosed by the other so,
Common area = fT rl a
the circle of radius ra is co~pletely enclosed by the other, so their
aCOMmon area = fT r:a
FIGURE A·l·2.
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CASE 1
CASE 2
CASE 3
Cases (2) and (3) recuce to the same condition
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then Commonarea = 11' x (lesser( r1, ra) ) 2
Commonare~ = d1 + d2
= r12(81 - sin 81 cos (1)
+ r-:32( 82 - sin 82 cos 8a)
= r12(81 - 0.5 sin 2(1)
+ F22(e2 - 0.5 sin 28 )
a
sin2
r 2• 81 = (.....2.) sin2 8a•• r1
cos2
r :3
sin2• 81 = 1 - (~) 82•• r1
r :3
(1 - cos2 8a)= 1- (..£),rl
= fIbl - 1'2 cos 0;: ra
r1
Hence.
(b -ra cos 02)a =r12 _r22 (1- cos2 02)
b2 _ 21blracos 62 +r22 cos2 6a =r12 -ra2 +r-22 cos2 92
COS82 =(b2 +r~a _ri2]
21b rr2•..
Hence, given b, r s , and ra, the co-naon area is easily found by the
following process.
if Ib I ...< Ir1 - r 21
then commonarea = 11' X lesser 2 ~1 ,ra)
than com~on area = 0
otherwise 8
61= Cos-1 [ba +r12 _ra2 J
21blr1
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02 = COS-i[ b2 +r22 _ ri2 ]
2xr
2
Commonarea = ri2 (81 - 0.5 sin 281)
+ r:- (02 - 0.5 sin 2 82)
Appendix (2). Linearity.
The linearity of an instrument is usually quoted in one of tvo
ways, each giving totally different information. This ,,1111 be illllS-
trated ey reference to the hypothetical characteristic of figure (1).
In roth cases the figure quoted is an error in the linearity and so
the figure quoted under the heading "lineari tylt should be small.
The first measure of linearity is the maximum fractional error in
the indicated input, CB. The second is the maximum error in the
BA
indicated value of the input, as a fraction of the instrument's full
scale deflection D~. Clearly the first figure may imply a poorer
OF
performance than the second. The choice between these two measures of
linearity depends upon the nature of the instrument, and upon its
application.
The eye position transducer tends to be
indicated
input
FULL F
SCALE ----------------~-/ ~-
,'/ "B
A inputo
figure (A.2.l)
most linear near t.heorigin. It vou Id seem appropriate therefore to
choose the fractional error definition of "linearityll. This 1·dll not
always be the best choice, for instance the other definition '''Duld be
more appropriate for the typing application, but in order to avoid
confusion only the first will ce used.
The input to the transducer is eye position and the output is a
voltage. The output is the indicated value of the input. ~{eare at
liberty to choose the scale factor that ~e assign to the output, so
that the linearity error is mini~ized. To achieve this we must choose
the gain such that the size of the maximum negative fractional error
is equal to the maximum positive fractional error.
output (x)
- gain X
". ) (1 + lin)
1''':'-' _l-»:
. ,/ -
-::::,
gain X
(1 - lin)
displacement, x
range
figure (A.2.2)
Consider an arbitrary point on the characteristic in figure
(A.2.2). The fractional error is
f'errnr = plltnut (x) - G~in Xx
Carn Xx
0-4
0·2
vI
o
We must choose the gain and linearity such that
f error ~ - linearity )
)
t error ~ lineari ty )
for all XX
Clearly the entire characteristic will be enclosed by the two
straight lines ,·Iith slope
gain X (1 + linearity)
gain X (1 - linearity)
The A Lgo'L programme find s the maxf.mum range x for w~ich a
prescribed linearity tolerance, TL%, is not exceeced, Rnd the
correspcndin~ gain. It then uses this value of gain to find the
range, for eBch of a sequence of values of y, for 4hich TL is not
exceeded , This results in a boundary in t.hex - y plane of'the
region of operation with a linearity of TL1.. An exa~ple is given in
figure (A.2.3). The programMe also evaluates the linearity when the
current value of x, output (x) is taken as origin. This gives a crude
measure of the curvature of the characteristic, and is quoted as a
.per cerrtage as 'CURVE'.
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SECTION 3.
EXPERIMENTAL DETEro1INATION OF THE
REGION OF ASn1PTOTIC STABILITY BY
REVERSE TD1E SIMULATION
Electronics Letters, Septenber 1967
Vol.;, No.9, pp 431, 2.
EXPEmMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
REGIOr,' OF Asv:n:>TOTIC STAClLlTV GY
REVERSE-TIME SIMULATION
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The experimental dercrmination of the rc,:il)n of asymptotic
stability of a second-order time-invariant svstcm may be
considerably simptiried b~ raking advanruce or the nature of
the trajectories which form the boundary of the region,
These trajectories arc easilv found by reverse-time simulau o n.
Applications of the technique are presented,
Illtroducti(lll: The state of a second-order time-invariant
system is uniquely defined, at any instant, by the value of the
output x, and of its derivative dxldt, This leads to the usc of
the 'phase plane' (a plot of dxldt against x) as a representation
of the system state.
Consider the general second-order system
d2x (dX) (1)dtl +f x, dt = 0 ·
and let
dx (2)-=v ·dt
Le,
tlu (3)til +f{x, v) = 0 ·
now
tlv vdv (4)- -= -/(x,v) =- . ·al . dx
hence
du 1· (S)dx -= - v/{x, v) ·,
But doldx is the gradient of the trajectory through the point
(x, v) in the phase plane, and is uniquely defined for all cases
except for v c= 0, f = O. It follows that there is only one
trajectory through any point in the phase plane for which v
and f arc not simultaneously zero.
Consider the ensemble of trajectories shown in Fig. 1. If
the system is released from an initial condition lying within
the closed curve a, the response converges asymptotically to
the stable focus at the origin. If it is released from without the
curve a, the response is unstable and diverges continuously
from the origin. The closed curve a is an unstable-limit cycle.'
By eqn. S, no trajectory can cross this curve, and since the
curve represents an unstable regime, any trajectory starting
near to the curve diverges from it as the motion progresses.
Hence this curve defines the boundary between a stable and
an unstable response. Much effort has been applied to the
analytic determination of the curve a for classes of non-
linear systems.
Time reversal; Consider the effect of running the system in
reverse time, so that the trajectories are described in the
reverse direction. The original unstable-limit cycle becomes a
stable-limit cycle, to which trajectories approach from within
and without. In general, reversing the direction of the inde-
pendent variable has the following effects:
(0) astable limit cycle becomes an unstable limit cycle and
vice versa
(b) a stable focus becomes an unstable focus and vice versa
(e) a stable node becomes an unstable node and vice versa
(d) saddle points are unchanged apart from reversal of the
direction along the trajectories.
Returning to eqn. 1, define a new independent variable
1- _;"
dx dx--~-cis ,dl
tl2x a2x
~ - tltl •
so that the eqn. 1 becomes
a1x ( tlX)
ds2 == f x, - ds := 0
Le, the effect of the change of variable is to reverse the sign
of the first derivative term.
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Consider, as an example, the system having Fig. lei) as
phase portrait.
d2x dx-. + E(l - x2)_ + x = 0 (6)dl~ dt •
replacing t by -$ we get
~~ + E(I - x2) (- dX) + x = O.
ds . • (7)
Since the system of eqn. 7 is the same as that of eqn, 6 with
the sign of the independent variable reversed, the response
of eqn. 7 will be identical to a record of the response of eqn,. 6
played in reverse. Thus, releasing the system from any initial
condition will give a steady-state closed trajectory a which
defines the region of asymptotic stability of the first system.
Because of the reversal of the sign of the first derivative of
the response, it is necessary to invert the vertical axis of the
phase plane for the trajectories to be identical in this plot.
Open stability boundaries: When the region of asymptotic
stability is open, the trajectories defining the stability region
must meet at a saddle point. By simulating the system in
reverse time, with initial conditions corresponding to the.
position of this saddle point (which always lies along the x
axis), the stability region of the original system is readily
determined.
Consider the system2
d2x . dx
-d 1 +2e-d+ (x + oc)x = 0I I .
having the phase portrait of Fig. 1(ii).
Here, the boundary of stability is formed by the two tra-
jectories aand b Which tend, inthe limit, to the saddle point
s at (-IX, 0). There is obviously considerable difficulty in
finding these two trajectories experimentally by normal simu-
lation. However, it is a simple task to release the system in
reverse-time simulation from· the points (-1% ± cS,O) where
8 is small and the reversed trajectories a and b result. Releasing
the system in normal simulation from the same points adds
considerably to the comprehension of the phase portrait.
Practically, although S must be small to give the tra-
jectories a and b accurately, it must be sufficiently large to
ensure that the simulation does not take a very long time.
. " _" .
Determination 0/ a separatrlx: This same technique may be .
applied to find the separatrix of a system such as .
x + 2~x + Cot +"x)(/J + x)x .... 0
0·< (It < p. .. '- -ci
which has the phase portrait of Fig. 1(iii).
Figs. Hi), (ii) and (iii) were obtained directly by simulation.
as follows
For ...:ard time: Fig. I(i) trajectories b, c
Fig. 1 (ii).. e, d, ~./
f.ig. l(iii) .. c.d
Reverse time Fig. 1 (i) trajectory a
Fig. 1 (ii) II a, b
Fig. l(iii) II Q, b
. ,
1. L. DOUCE
T. M. W. WEEDON
School 0/ Engineering Science
University 0/ Warwick
Coventry, England
29th August 1967
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